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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board , AND
ADJUD!AtLF 1Oi\NS STAFF

In the Matter of )

PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE L.L.C. ) Docket No. 72-22

(Private Fuel Storage Facility) ) ASLBP No. 97-732-02-ISFSI

APPLICANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF STATE OF
UTAH'S RESPONSE TO APPLICANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY

DISPOSITION OF UTAH CONTENTION L

Applicant Private Fuel Storage L.L.C. ("Applicant" or "PFS") hereby moves to strike

certain portions of the State of Utah's ("State") "Response to Applicant's Motion for Sum-

mary Disposition on Utah Contention L" dated January 30, 2001 ("Response") and support-

ing materials because they raise issues beyond the scope of the admitted contention. In addi-

tion, some of the issues the State raises were the subject of already dismissed contentions, or

are separate issues that have been certified to the Commission and are pending before it.

I. BACKGROUND

On April 22, 1998, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ("Licensing Board" or

"Board") admitted Utah Contention L ("Utah L") into this proceeding. Private Fuel Storage

L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), LBP-98-7, 47 NRC 142, 191, 253

(1998). The contention asserts that:

The Applicant has not demonstrated the suitability of the proposed ISFSI site be-
cause the License Application and SAR do not adequately address site and subsur-

Because of their volume, the materials that PFS is moving to strike are identified through overstriking in
Appendix A.
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face investigations necessary to determine geologic conditions, potential seismicity,
ground motion, soil stability and foundation loading.

The State proffered four bases in support of Utah L.2 Basis I questions the adequacy of

PFS's investigation of the facility's site to identify capable faults. Contentions at 80-82. Ba-

sis 2 claims that the site could be subject to greater ground motion "due to spatial variations

in ground motion amplitude and duration because of near surface traces of potentially capa-

ble faults." Id. at 82-83. Basis 3 challenges the adequacy of PFS's investigation of subsur-

face soil conditions at the site. Id. at 83-92. Basis 4 raises the potential presence of collapsi-

ble soils beneath the site. Id. at 92-95.3

After discovery was taken by the parties, PFS filed a motion for summary disposition

seeking the dismissal of Utah L in its entirety. 4 The State's Response in opposition seeks to

defeat the motion by, inter alia, raising issues that are outside the scope of the admitted con-

tention. (Some of the issues have also been previously raised and dismissed by the Board, or

are pending before the Commission.) Hence the instant motion to strike.

II. DISCUSSION

A. A Motion to Strike is the Appropriate Vehicle for Dismissing Irrele-
vant Portions of a Response to a Motion for Summary Disposition

It is well established that a motion to strike is the appropriate means of excluding

from the record parts of a response to a motion for summary disposition where such parts

contain irrelevant matters. See, es, Houston Lighting and Power Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear

Generating Station, Unit 1), LBP-81-34, 14 NRC 637, 676-78 (1981); see also 10 C.F.R. §§

2.718(c) and (e), 2.743(c) (a board has authority to regulate the conduct of the proceeding

2 State of Utah's Contentions on the Construction and Operating Licence Application by Private Fuel Storage,
LLC for an Independent Fuel Storage Facility, Nov. 23, 1997 ("Contentions") at 80-95.

3 The State is no longer pursuing Basis 4.

4 Applicant's Motion for Summary Disposition of Utah Contention L (Dec. 30, 2000) ("Summary Disposition
Motion").
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and to exclude irrelevant evidence). As discussed below, the Response seeks to raise issues

that are outside the scope of Utah L, and which therefore must be stricken.

B. The State Improperly Invokes an Ongoing Geologic Investigation
that PFS has not Even Completed

The State argues that summary disposition of Utah L should not be granted because

PFS intends to submit new information concerning certain geotechnical issues in March

2001.5 Two of the State's witnesses assert, in declarations filed with the Response, that the

opinions expressed in their depositions regarding geotechnical matters regarding the PFS site

have "been reinforced due to PFS's decision that it must perform additional geotechnical and

foundation evaluations." 6 However, the geotechnical data that PFS intends to submit to the

NRC do not relate to any of the geotechnical issues raised in Utah L and the declarants' ref-

erence to the ongoing investigation should be stricken as irrelevant.

The new data to be submitted relate to the shear and pressure wave velocity profiles

for the site.7 Use of the new data may require changes to the Safety Analysis Report and to

the Environmental Report, but the new data and the resulting analyses will have no impact

on the matters asserted in Utah L.9 Further, as discussed below, the issues that the State's

witnesses claim are related to the new data are in fact outside Utah L's scope.

Response at 7-8, 16; State of Utah's Statement of Disputed and Relevant Material Facts (Jan. 30, 2001)
("Statement of Disputed Facts") ¶1.

6 Declaration of Dr. Steven F. Bartlett ("Bartlett Dec.") 18; Declaration of Dr. Farhang Ostadan ("Ostadan
Dec.") 17.

7 Letter from John D. Parkyn to Mark Delligatti, dated Dec. 22, 2000.

8 Id.

9 See Declaration of Dr. Robert Y. Youngs, Att. C to Summary Disposition Motion ("Youngs Dec.")
("Youngs Dec.") 118, 9. The NRC Staff agrees. See NRC Staffs Response to Applicant's Motion for
Summary Disposition of Utah Contention L (Geotechnical)" (Jan. 30, 2001) at 10, n.13 (". . . based on PFS'
description of the additional work it intends to perform, the Staff believes that PFS' additional geotechnical
work does not relate to the issues raised in Contention Utah L . ); see also, Affidavit of Goodluck 1.
Ofoegbu, attached to NRC Staffs Response, 1¶16.
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Since the new data are still in the process of being collected and have not been re-

ported and the results of their use would not be relevant to the issues raised in Utah L, any

references to such datal' for purposes of avoiding summary disposition of Utah L is inappro-

priate and speculative, and should be stricken.

C. The State Improperly Tries to Expand the Scope of Basis 2

Basis 2 of Utah L is very limited in scope. It alleges one specific deficiency in the

determination of ground motion for the site i.e., the failure to take into account spatial varia-

tions in ground motion amplitude and duration because of the near surface effects of capable

faults, using the methodology of Sommerville et al. " i The State, however, improperly seeks

to avoid summary disposition by raising a host of other matters beyond the scope of Basis 2.

To expand the scope of Basis 2 beyond the application of the Sommerville model, the

State first argues that Basis 2 is "framed by the wording of Contention L,"' 2 implying that a

contention can be read as enlarging the reach of a basis beyond what the text of the basis

conveys. This is incorrect. Such an interpretation of the interplay between contentions and

bases in Commission proceedings would render the use of bases meaningless. 14

0 See, Response at 7-8; 16; Statement of Disputed Facts ¶1; Declaration of Dr. Walter J. Arabasz ("Arabasz
Dec.") 17; Ostadan Dec. 17, Bartlett Dec. 18.

" See, Summary Disposition Motion at 9- 10.

12 Response at 11.

3 It is axiomatic that a contention must be supported by bases that are set out with specificity. 10 CFR §
2.714(b). In admitting Utah L, the Board framed the scope of the contention "as supported by bases estab-
lishing a genuine material dispute adequate to warrant further inquiry." LBP-98-7, supra, 47 NRC at 191.
The State now inappropriately tries to use the broad language of the contention to expand the bases under-
lying it. This is impermissible under Commission rules: where a contention is made up of a general allega-
tion which, standing alone, would not be admissible under 10 CFR § 2.714(b), plus one or more alleged
bases for the contention set forth with reasonable specificity, the scope of the matters in controversy is lim-
ited by the specific alleged bases set forth in the contention. Illinois Power Co. (Clinton Power Station, Unit
1), LBP-81-61, 14 NRC 1735, 1737 (1981).

14 The purposes of the basis requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714 are "(1) to assure that the contention in ques-
tion raises a matter appropriate for adjudication in a particular proceeding, (2) to establish a sufficient foun-
dation for the contention to warrant further inquiry into the subject matter addressed by the assertion and, (3)
to put the other parties sufficiently on notice 'so that they will know at least generally what they will have to

Footnote continued on next page
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Second, the State claims that "Basis 2 consists of two parts," the first relating to the

Sommerville model and the second relating to "PFS's failure to adequately assess ground

motion in compliance with 10 CFR § 72.102(c)." 5 The so-called second part of Basis 2 is

simply its last sentence, which states: "[flailure to adequately assess ground motion places

undue risk on the public and the environment and fails to comply with 10 CFR § 72.102(c)."

However, this sentence relates solely to the consequences of a "[flailure to adequately assess

ground motion," and does not - as acknowledged by the State's expert witness, Dr. Arabasz

- identify any "particular failure" on PFS's part to adequately assess ground motion.16 The

sole inadequacy in PFS's assessment of ground motion identified in Basis 2 is the failure to

incorporate near surface effects using the Sommerville methodology. Thus, the State's be-

lated attempt to raise other issues under Basis 2 runs afoul of well established Commission

precedent which limits the bounds of a contention to its stated bases. 17

The specific issues that the State improperly attempts to raise under Basis 2 and

which should be stricken include the following:

O In its Response and supporting witness declarations, the State repeatedly asserts that
PFS used incorrect values of shear-wave velocity to establish the design basis ground
motion (and other design parameters).18 The State, however, failed to raise any con-
cerns regarding shear-wave velocity data in Utah L and is now trying to make up for
its omission by grafting its claims onto Basis 2 (and Basis 3). While Basis 2 deals

defend against or oppose."' Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Sta-
tion), LBP-90-6, 31 NRC 85, 91-92 (1990), footnote and citations omitted.

15 Response at 12; Statement of Disputed Facts ¶1I3.

16 Deposition of Dr. Walter J. Arabasz, Att. E to Summary Disposition Motion ("Arabasz Dep.") at 73-78, 80-
81.

17 Public Service Company of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-899, 28 NRC 93, 97
& n. 1 1 (1988) ("an intervenor 'is bound by the literal terms of its own contention"' and that "[tihe reach of a
contention necessarily hinges upon its terms coupled with its stated bases"). See also nn.13 & 14, supra.

18 Response at 6-7, 13-15, 19-20, 24; Statement of Disputed Facts ¶¶16, 20, 24, 35, 42, 56, 76, 78, 87-88; Ara-
basz Dec. 18; Bartlett Dec. ¶1I0, 17; Ostadan Dec. ¶¶9-13.
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with the subject of seismic ground motion, it makes no mention of shear-wave veloc-
ity, focusing only on the Sommerville model for addressing near surface effects.'9

0 The State also argues in its Response and supporting witness declarations that PFS did
not conduct "a fully deterministic seismic hazard analysis that meets the deterministic
requirements of 10 CFR Part 100 Appendix A."2 0 Again no mention of these alleged
deficiencies is found in Basis 2 or elsewhere in Utah L.

0 In its Statement of Disputed Facts, the State asserts that PFS did not determine the
depth to bedrock as needed to calculate the design basis ground motion,2 which is
likewise not mentioned in Basis 2 or elsewhere in Utah L.

0 Finally, the State makes reference in its Response and supporting documents to its
November 9, 2000, "Request for Admission of Late-Filed Modification to Basis 2 of
Utah Contention L," in which it challenges the Staff's grant of Applicant's exemption
request to perform a probabilistic seismic hazard evaluation using a 2,000-year return
period earthquake. On January 31, 2001, the Board certified to the Commission, pur-
suant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.718(i), whether the State's November 9, 2000 contention should
be subject to further litigation in this proceeding,22 and Commission action is pending.
Clearly, the State's proposed contention is a separate issue, not part of Utah L. Thus,
as noted above, all claims that the proposed new contention provides a rationale for
denying summary disposition of Utah L are inappropriate and should be stricken.2 3

D. The State Tries to Expand the Scope of Basis 3 by Raising Irrelevant
Design Issues

The State raises in its Response a number of issues under Basis 3 regarding the seis-

mic analysis and design of foundations. All of these issues are, however, outside the scope

'9 Similarly, Basis 3, which as discussed further below addresses the characterization of subsurface soils, also
has nothing to do with shear-wave velocity. The only place in Basis 3 where shear wave data is mentioned
is in a discussion of the importance of conducting dynamic testing of in situ samples in a stress or strain
controlled manner, because "[t]hese data [from dynamic testing] are essential in order to correlate with the
field seismic profiling (shear wave determination) for use in the analysis of the seismic response of build-
ings and their contents, and to determine the potential for soil collapse." Contentions at 86. Clearly, the fo-
cus of the discussion on Basis 3 is not on the collection or use of shear wave data, but the ability to correlate
dynamic soil test results with such data.

20 Response at 12; Statement of Disputed Facts ¶¶14; Arabasz Dec. ¶7.

21 Statement of Disputed Facts ¶56.

22 Memorandum and Order (Rulings on Admissibility of Late-Filed Modification of Contention Utah L, Geo-
technical, Basis 2; Referring Rulings and Certifying Question Regarding Admissibility), LBP-01-3 (January
31, 2001), slip op. at 22.

23 See n. 10, supra.
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of Basis 3, which concerns the correct characterization and determination of soil properties.

In addition, some of the issues have already been dismissed from this proceeding, but the

State is attempting to "sneak them in" through the Utah L backdoor.

1. The State's Attempt to Include in Utah L Contentions on Canister
Transfer Building, Cask and Pad Stability and Holtec's Calculations
has Already been Rejected with Respect to Contentions EE and GG

On December 23, 1997, the State filed a "Request for Consideration of Late-Filed

Contentions EE and FF" ("EE Request"). Proposed Contention EE asserted that "[t]he Ap-

plicant has failed to demonstrate that storage casks and pads will remain stable during a

seismic event."24 The basis for Contention EE was an attack on Holtec's cask stability analy-

sis, wherein the State asserted that the "Holtec analysis is inadequate to support the safety of

the Applicant's proposed design during a seismic event at the PFS facility."2 5 The State went

on to list a series of alleged deficiencies in the Holtec analysis, including assertions that the

analysis oversimplifies the behavior of dynamic loads, uses improper seismic time histories,

rests on a faulty assumption that the concrete pad will remain rigid, and others.26 The Board

rejected as untimely the State's request to introduce Contention EE.27

By filing Contentions EE and GG separately as late-filed contentions, the State im-

plicitly acknowledged that the issues raised in them were outside the scope of Utah L, which

24 EE Request at 4. On January 8, 1998, the State also filed a "Request for Consideration of Late-Filed Con-
tention GG" ("GG Request"). Contention GG largely paralleled Contention EE, but addressed the seismic
stability of the TransStor casks, similarly contending, "[t]he Applicant has failed to demonstrate that the
TranStor storage casks and the pads will remain stable during a seismic event .... " GG Request at 4.

25 EE Request at 5.

26 EE Request at 5-12.

27 LBP-98-7, supra, 47 NRC at 207-09. While not needing to rule on the merits of Contention EE because of
its untimeliness, the Board noted that most of the issues raised in Contention EE (which are essentially the
same as those raised in the Response with respect to the Holtec analysis) would have been inadmissible on
the merits, had they been timely raised. Id. at 209, n. 25. Likewise, the Board rejected the request to intro-
duce most of Contention GG. Id. at 210-1 1.
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the State had submitted previously. Yet, having had these contentions dismissed, the State

now tries to resurrect the claims it sought to advance in them by portraying the claims as is-

sues relating to the soils investigation, rather than attacks on Holtec's analyses and design.

The State and its witnesses repeat exactly the same criticisms of the Holtec analyses and de-

sign that were dismissed when raised in Utah EE;28 the arguments made in the Response, as

well as in the declarations of State witnesses Ostadan and Bartlett,29 are taken directly from

Utah EE.30 Indeed, a simple comparison of Contention EE and the State's Response shows

that the issues now asserted by the State and its witnesses in opposing summary disposition

of Utah L were raised and dismissed in Utah EE. Therefore, the State's references to these

already rejected issues31 are improper and should be stricken.

2. The State Seeks to Raise Many Out-of-Scope Issues

In its Response and supporting witness declarations, the State attempts to insert into

Basis 3 issues having nothing to do with the subject of Basis 3, i.e., the "characterization of

subsurface soils," specifically "a. subsurface investigations," "b. sampling and analysis," and

"c. physical property testing for engineering analysis."32 The new allegations are in fact de-

28 For example, while the State tries to portray its discussion of cask and pad stability as PFS "inaccurately or
inadequately characteriz[ingJ the basis for the selection of samples or conducted relevant tests to determine
the soil's physical characteristics due to anticipated loading or the duration of loading during a seismic
event," (Response at 26) this prefatory language is immediately followed by its real goal - reviving the
State's attack on Holtec's analysis - "The Holtec calculation . . . creates numerous and significant concerns
that affect the entire design package." Id. at 27.

29 Response at 18-19, 23-27; Ostadan Dec. 1121-26; Bartlett Dec. ¶21.

30 For example, witness Ostadan opines that "Holtec also incorrectly assumed that the pad is rigid" (Ostadan
Dec. ¶ 24), echoing the State's contention basis that "[a]nother unreasonable and oversimplified assumption
by Holtec is that . . . [the] concrete pad will remain rigid" (EE Request at 8). Similarly, Ostadan asserts,
"Holtec's nonlinear analysis may be sensitive to phasing of the input motion and thus multiple time histories
should be used" (Ostadan Dec. 122), which is a condensed version of Contention EE's basis that "one can-
not tell from the Holtec Seismic Report whether the interaction of the three independent components of the
seismic time histories has been properly and conservatively evaluated" (EE Request at 7).

3 Statement of Disputed Facts ¶¶90-92, 94-95; Ostadan Dec. ¶¶20-29; Bartlett Dec. ¶ 21.

32 Contentions at 83-92.
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sign contentions well outside the scope of Utah L. They relate to how structures at the PFS

facility (the storage casks, the cask foundation pads, and the Canister Transfer Building

("CTB") foundation) will behave in the presence of earthquake-induced forces. The soil pa-

rameters which are the subject of Basis 3 provide inputs into the computation of the earth-

quake forces acting on these structures, but the sufficiency of the design to meet earthquake

forces is a wholly separate issue which is outside the scope of Utah L.33

The improperly raised new issues include:

a. The nature of the stresses imparted by earthquake waves on the soil-cement
mat beneath the cask storage pads34

b. The possibility and effect of cracks forming on soil cement3 5

c. The distribution of shear stresses on soil cement mat foundations 36

d. The pad foundation sliding analysis and the ability of the shear key around the
CTB to develop resisting forces against sliding3 7

e. The alleged failure by PFS to integrate the geotechnical analyses and designs
by various disciplines38

f. The effects of "cold bonding", "fling", and "incline waves" on the founda-
tions39

33 The following statements from the Declaration of Dr. Ostadan exemplify the type of issue that the State is
seeking to raise: "Holtec has a very bold philosophy that the cask will side [sic] on the pad in a controlled
manner during a large earthquake. There is no other redundancy built into Holtec's expected design. But
such a bold assumption is negated by the potential that cold bonding between the cask and the pad may oc-
cur over time. When two bodies (casks and pad) with each cask having a weight of approximately 350 kips
are in contact, some local deformation and redistribution of stresses may occur at the points of contact which
would create a bond, and this would not allow the cask to slide on the pad or move smoothly during an
earthquake. Thus, Holtec's assumption that sliding will reduce the seismic forces is incorrect. In this in-
stance, the seismic loads would be greater than assumed and it is questionable whether the soils beneath the
pad will have the capacity to sustain that additional load. Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. 365-368, 370." Ostadan
Dec. 126. Clearly, the State is attempting to entangle the litigation of whether the properties of the subsur-
face soils have been adequately determined (the subject of Basis 3) with a host of issues going to whether
the seismic loads imparted on structures and their foundations are properly accounted for in the design.

34 Response at 18; Statement of Disputed Facts 162; Bartlett Dec. I¶22-23.

35 Response at 20; Statement of Disputed Facts ¶¶63, 64; Bartlett Dec. ¶¶22-24.

36 Statement of Disputed Facts 164; Bartlett Dec. ¶22.

37 Statement of Disputed Facts ¶77; Ostadan Dec. 128.

38 Response at 23; Statement of Disputed Facts ¶84, Ostadan Dec. 18, 19-20.
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g. The seismic response of structures important to safety40

h. Holtec's analysis of the pad-cask system4'

i. The "bold" nature of the Holtec cask design, and its lack of "redundancy"4 2

j. The parameters used in performing the foundation loading stability analyses4 3

k. The number of time histories and other aspects of the soil-structure interaction
analyses44

1. The assumptions used in analyzing the potential overturning of the CTB.45

These allegations are clearly directed at the analysis and design of the site's structures, not at

the properties of the soils. They are not found in Basis 3. Accordingly, they are outside the

scope of Utah L and should be stricken from the Response and its supporting materials.

III. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, PFS respectfully requests the Board to strike the specified

matters raised by the State in its Response as improper.

Respectfully submitted,

Jay E. Silberg
Ernest L. Blake, Jr.
Paul A. Gaukler
Matias F. Travieso-Diaz
SHAW PITTMAN
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

Dated: February 9, 2001 Counsel for Private Fuel Storage L.L.C.

39 Response at 19, 23, 26; Statement of Disputed Facts 185, 92, 94; Ostadan Dec. 1117, 19, 22; Bartlett Dec.
¶21.

40 Statement of Disputed Facts 186; Bartlett Dec. ¶¶20-22.

41 Response at 18-19, 25-26; Statement of Disputed Facts ¶¶90-94; Ostadan Dec. ¶¶21-27.

42 Response at 18, 26; Statement of Disputed Facts 192; Ostadan Dec. 126.

43 Response at 23-26; Statement of Disputed Facts ¶93; Ostadan Dec. ¶¶23-27.

44 Response at 25-26; Statement of Disputed Facts ¶¶35, 94; Ostadan Dec. ¶¶ 17-18.

45 Response at 27; Statement of Disputed Facts 195; Ostadan Dec. ¶¶28, 29.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE L.L.C.

)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 72-22

ASLBP No. 97-732-02-ISFSI(Private Fuel Storage Facility)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "Applicant's Motion to Strike Portions of State of Utah's

Response to Applicant's Motion for Summary Disposition of Utah Contention L" were served on

the persons listed below (unless otherwise noted) by e-mail with conforming copies by U.S.

mail, first class, postage prepaid, this 9th day of February 2001.

G. Paul Bollwerk III, Esq., Chairman Ad-
ministrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
e-mail: GPB@nrc.gov

Dr. Peter S. Lam
Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
e-mail: PSL~nrc.gov

Dr. Jerry R. Kline
Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
e-mail: JRK2@nrc.gov and kjerry~erols.com

E Susan F. Shankman
Deputy Director, Licensing & Inspection
Directorate, Spent Fuel Project Office
Office of Nuclear Material Safety &

Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

7 By U.S. mail only.



Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
Attention: Rulemakings and Adjudications

Staff
e-mail: hearingdocketgnrc.gov
(Original and two copies)

Catherine L. Marco, Esq.
Sherwin E. Turk, Esq.
Office of the General Counsel

Mail Stop 0-15 B18
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
e-mail: pfscase(nrc.gov

John Paul Kennedy, Sr., Esq.
Confederated Tribes of the Goshute

Reservation and David Pete
1385 Yale Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
e-mail: john(kennedys.org

Diane Curran, Esq.
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg &

Eisenberg, L.L.P.
1726 M Street, N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036
e-mail: dcurran(harmoncurran.com

W Adjudicatory File
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Denise Chancellor, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Utah Attorney General's Office

160 East 300 South, 5 th Floor
P.O. Box 140873
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0873
e-mail: dchancel(state.UT.US

Joro Walker, Esq.
Land and Water Fund of the Rockies
2056 East 3300 South, Suite I
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
e-mail: joro61@inconnect.com

Danny Quintana, Esq.
Skull Valley Band of Goshute Indians
Danny Quintana & Associates, P.C.
50 West Broadway, Fourth Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
e-mail: quintanagxmission.com

Paul A. Gaukler

' By U.S. mail only.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of: ) Docket No. 72-22-ISFSI

)
PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE, LLC ) ASLBP No. 97-732-02-ISFSI
(Independent Spent Fuel )
Storage Installation) ) January 30, 2001

STATE OF UTAH'S RESPONSE TO APPLICANT'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF UTAH CONTENTION L

Pursuant to the Licensing Board's Order of January 4, 2001 and 10 CFR 5

2.749, the State responds to the Applicant's December 30, 2000 Motion for Summary

Disposition of Utah Contention L. This response also includes the State of Utah's

Statement of Disputed and Relevant Material Facts ("Material Facts"), and is supported

by the Declarations of Dr. M. Lee Allison, Dr. Walter J. Arabasz, Dr. Steven Bartlett,

and Dr. Farhang Ostadan, attached hereto as exhibits 1-4, respectively.

Applicant's Motion for Summary Disposition is not warranted because there

are still genuine issues of material fact relevant to the contention, and under 10 CFR §

2.749 the Applicant is not entitled to summary disposition as a matter of law.

Background



The Board admitted Contention Utah L' in its entirety. Contention L

generally asserts [t]he Applicant has not demonstrated the suitability of the proposed

ISFSI site because the License Application and SAR do not adequately address site and

subsurface investigations necessary to determine geologic conditions, potential

seismicity, ground motion, soil stability and foundation loading." State's Contentions

on the Construction and Operating License Application by Private Fuel Storage, LLC

for an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Facility (November 23, 1997) ("State's

Contentions") at 80.

Utah L and its bases are founded on 10 CFR Part 72, including the requirement

to analyze seismicity using deterministic methodology, as required by 10 CFR Part

100, Appendix A. Most of the procedural background relating to Contention Utah L

involves PFS's request to be exempted from complying with Part 72 and Part 100

Appendix A.

On April 2, 1999, the Applicant applied for an exemption from the

requirements of 10 CFR S 72.102(f)(1), requesting approval to conduct a probabilistic

seismic hazard analysis instead of a deterministic analysis as required by Part 72.2 In

' Contention Utah L and its bases were admitted in their entirety by the
Licensing Board in LBP-98-7, 47 NRC 142, 191, 253, affid on other grounds, CLI-98-13,
48 NRC 26 (1998).

2 Request for Exemption to 10 CFR 72.102(f)(1), Seismic Design Requirement,
Docket No. 72-22/Tac No. L22462, Private Fuel Storage, Private Fuel Storage L.L.C,
addressed to Mark Delligatti at NRC's Spent Fuel Project Office.
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response to the Applicant's exemption request, the State made three attempts to amend

Utah L by modifying Basis 2 to require either the use of a probabilistic seismic hazard

analysis with a return period of 10,000 years as required by NRC's Rulemaking Plan,

SECY-98-126, 3 or compliance with the deterministic approach currently required by 10

CFR 72.102(f)(1). The State's first two attempts, one4 filed after PFS's exemption

request, and the other' filed after the Staff issued its first Safety Evaluation Report

("SER") (December 15, 1999), were dismissed by the Board as not being ripe because

the Board held that the State must wait until the Staff officially made its decision

whether to grant the exemption request.6 The State filed its third request to modify

Basis 2 on November 9, 20007 after the Staff had issued its final SER (October 6, 2000).

The State also requested that the Board certify the question to the Commission if the

Board finds it does not have jurisdiction over PFS's exemption request. State's 3 rd

3 "Rulemaking Plan: Geological and Seismological Characteristics for Siting and
Design of Dry Cask Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations, 10 CFR Part 72,"
SECY-98-126 ("Rulemaking Plan").

4 See State's Motion Requiring Applicant to Apply for Rule Waiver Under 10
CFR S 2.758(b) or in the Alternative Amendment to Utah Contention L (April 30,
1999).

S See State's Request for Admission of Late-filed Modification to Basis 2 of
Contention Utah L January 26, 2000).

6 See LBP-99-21, 49 NRC 431 (1999) (the Board also denied State's motion
requiring PFS to apply for the rule waiver); and LBP-00-15, 51 NRC 313 (2000).

7 See State's Request for Admission of Late-filed Modification to Basis 2 of
Contention Utah L (November 9, 2000) ("State's 3 rd Utah L Modification Request").
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Utah L Modification Request at 5-6. The Board has not yet ruled on the State's

request.

LEGAL STANDARD

Pursuant to 10 CFR S 2.749, a party is entitled to summary disposition if "there

is no genuine issue as to any material fact" and the party "is entitled to a decision as a

matter of law." Id. at (d). The burden of proving entitlement to summary disposition

is on the movant.8 Because the burden of proof is on the proponent, "the evidence

submitted must be construed in favor of the party in opposition thereto, who receives

the benefit of any favorable inferences that can be drawn."9 Furthermore, if there is

any possibility that a litigable issue of fact exists or any doubt as to whether the parties

should be permitted or required to proceed further, the motion must be denied. 1

Summary judgment may also be denied or continued if the opposing party

demonstrates in its affidavits that it cannot present facts essential to justify its

opposition."

' Advanced Medical Systems. Inc. (One Factory Row, Geneva, Ohio 44041),
CLI-93-22, 38 NRC 98, 102 (1993).

9 Sequoyah Fuels Corp. and General Atomics Corp. (Gore, Oklahoma Site
Decontamination and Decommissioning Funding), LBP-94-17, 39 NRC 359, 361, affid
CLI-94-11, 40 NRC 55 (1994).

10 General Electric Co. (GE Morris Operation Spent Fuel Storage Facility),
LBP-82-14, 15 NRC 530, 532 (1982).

11 10 C.F.R. S 27.49(c); Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-11, 23 NRC 577 (1986). See also Cleveland Electric
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ARGUMENT

I. The PFS ISFSI Site Is One of Great Geologic Complexity and PFS Has
Not Conducted an Integrated and Unified Approach to Its Geologic
Investigation and Analysis of the Site.

The PFS site is one of great geologic complexity. The site lies within the

western boundary of the Intermountain Seismic Belt (ER (Rev. 5) 2-6.23); it is

approximately nine km west the Stansbury fault, an acknowledged capable fault

(Coppersmith Dec. 11 3 & 13) that dips to the west and is projected beneath the PFS

site. ER (Revs. 2&4) at 2.6-1 and -2. During its 1998 site investigation, PFS's

contractor, Geomatrix, discovered two formerly unknown capable faults, informally

named the East Fault (.09 km east of the site) and the West Fault (2 km west of the

site). Id. at 2.6-2. In addition, there are other seismogenic faults in the Skull Valley

region, notable the Springline Fault to the north and the East Cedar Mountain Fault to

the west. Coppersmith Dec. 1 13.

PFS's initial investigation of the site in 1996 was very preliminary. PFS

conducted approximately 24 borings in the pad emplacement area and access road and

PFS's contractor, Geosphere, did some seismic refraction and reflection work. ER at

Illuminating Co (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2) ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741,
755 (1977): "[S]ummary disposition is a harsh remedy. It deprives the opposing
litigant of the right to cross-examine the witness, which is perhaps at the very essence
of an adjudicatory hearing. In such circumstances - even in administrative proceedings
where the rules of evidence may be relaxed - it is important that a movant for
summary disposition be required to hew strictly to the line set out by our Rules of
Practice.'

5



2.6-9 (Rev. 2) and 12 (Rev. 7). Another contractor, Geomatrix Consultants, Inc.,

conducted a more detailed geotechnical investigation in 1998. In reviewing

Geosphere's work, Geomatrix expressed concerns about the resolution of the seismic

survey and associated uncertainties with respect to the depth to bedrock and the shear

wave velocity profile beneath the site. See letter from Kevin Coppersmith, Geomatrix,

to John Donnell, Stone & Webster (February 20, 1997), attached hereto as Exhibit 5.

Geomatrix claims that its geologic investigation of the PFS site was

"comprehensive and integrated." See Coppersmith Dec. 1¶ 7, 8-10. But it was neither,

and as a result, the site has not been adequately characterized. Fo em , fro the

Geosphere SeiSmiC refra-tiori data, PFS assuttned an aVeragC vclocity ir. the soil p 1rfie

tv be 750 ft e. 11In 1999, PFS 1 thrUgh et 4alther ConltlaLaVto Gone Tee) 1ndIucte

_enetrat 1 1 tets ("SCPT") at the site. Tile SPT data Cntradicts the

sis1ic Irflactioll data bccausC it Sh0WS a -vlocity, 1ro£ile in the t llCiOSt soil laYC tv

bc approximAiately 540 ft/5ec. See SAR Fig. 2.6 28. Yct, CGemortrix and otheL PFS

ilntralct.Jr har used th~.. h1ibhll VeIO~itY data aS iii~ut to tile' ai'Y1 i' l Of thC

sitC anld have ignore the tlowerSV SGPT velocity data. DVY, ignlorinlg the diffice is~tn1

vclocity data, PFS's contraCteOI have inadcjquately auid inaF opuriatcly aiualy-=d the

dtions at thc PFS site. SeC Sectionu V below. The State's exFerts, Dr.

Steve,1 Bartlett an1d Dr. Farhang Ostadan testified about th 3cS issues in dctail during

thcir Novcem1ber 2000 dcycsitX, 1s. See Bartlett & Ostadall T! ., attached her to as
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Exhibit 6, std4 a4 l Dec. ¶112 3, Bartlett De..J - 17.

A Jse'.c LIgatLm1 usualy plhsed, and cach SubsequenL t Phase tiies to

*solvkc lS1uCS fr1or the preceding phase. Bartlett &° Ostada1 T1. 92. PFS's as ppjrcr,

hIwIvWWl, ha beCn to iJolate each ud by disciplinc without adequate Mllechalisils OIL

pl ocCd 1 es in1 F.ce teo sh112c afd u .S data CO.s;sttly atclss d'r c4l.1es. Scc. c.,

TrUdeaUt & Ghang Tr., attached helreto as ExLh.ibt 7, at 145 198. This lcd to a lo-

compreleln1sive and non in-tegrated study of the site. At times PFS appears to have

conducted work merely to satisfy questions raised by NRC without evaluating how

that work fitted into the overall investigation. In the subsurface investigation, for

example, the borings conducted in 1998 were PFS's lead investigative tool. When PFS

conducted its SCPT test, it appeared to be in response to questions from NRC instead

of being part of a comprehensive and integrated study."2

At lastPS rsecs to~ll it haclcsed it h~as n~ot con.ducted a "comprechelr~sive
I *t a3, ___,_ __L11 _. _l V L I.AJiL.~ 1I *1a Ir~o nTt IILI A4 L.iI}J .1L13 VT c

an4 d itr;1 uted" s iiiv cst.ai n. Dee ber 11, 2000, PFS adviLsd the NRG

that test data re ts colleI.teVd at the PFS site. "ay not have been fully, iteate.

into the. o6 btelhni 4l a3 s3selsnt cf t1 site." Ltt f1 Vlll JVIfIhn P4 r k PFS, to Mai k

Dclligatti, NRC (Decen-iber 11, 2000), attached heLeto as Exhibit 8. PFS s u bmitted tv

NRC a follovv uplctter on Dcemlbel 22, 2000, advising that the o..itted data "Will

12 Testifying about the SCPT data, Dr. Bartlett stated: "I'm not sure I get a sense
in reading the documents why some things were being done and why they were doing
additional borings and investigations, other than just to satisfy a few questions from
the NRC.' Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. 92.
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ha.n al L *aet to thc project licensing basis" and 1 licnse 4_L_ :ndmenit t*

re .flect "c.hanges3 in the PFS [f4 .Jility7 ] design basis groun1 d moio and dynaiepii. stabihty

analyS3s based on ew she~ar an1d Fre e wavc ielcity Fpofles b6eXlg developed for

the site." Letter frolmJjlhll P4akyn11 to Mark Dcllgatti (Deceb erI1 22, 2000), attac1 hed

hercto aS Exhibit 9.

N1RC Staff recognlicd the importance to 4afet7 of PFS s propl.od addition4

4nalayse relating t*v the geop/hysi1.al .harapteritatin of the sit. Th1 e N4RC h1a ady' I

PFS that PFS'.1 FIV1Fo 1d arInndIIIlt to it SAR wi Wll delay7 NR's is3 uance of the fial

Environmntal4 impaet Staterniit anid Will nece. ssitate additional docurn1cnta4 tio1 V

NRC's sa3 fty co11 lusion-, rcached iX thc SER or a StpFl'el 1ent to th . SER. L"ttcr foim

E. William1 Brach±, NRC, to John Parkylm (Jiuan y19, 2000), attached hereto, asExhibit

10. Ais discussed in thc following sections, the nL. w adalysis being condulcted b7 PFS

has a s4igifi1 . ant an1d dirc . nma.  Contention L.

II. PFS Has Not Conducted Its Surface Faulting Study in a Comprehensive or
Integrated Manner, Thereby Creating Gaps in the Data and Unreliable
Interpretative Results.

The State has designated experts for various portions of Contention L. Dr.

Allison is the State's expert for Basis 1 (seismic reflection and capable faults); Dr.

Arabasz for Basis 2 (seismic hazard analysis); and Drs. Bartlett (geotechnical and soils

analysis) and Ostadan (soils and soil structure interaction) for Basis 3.'3 Each is

13 See State's Objections and Response to Applicant's Second Set of Discovery
Requests with respect to Groups II and III Contentions Oune 28, 1999) at 7; Objections

8



eminently qualified to testify as an expert on the matters that are the subject of their

respective declarations, each with extensive experience and education on those matters.

See Allison Dec. 11 1-3, Arabasz Dec. I 1, Bartlett Dec. 11 1-3, and Ostadon Dec. 11 1-

4.

PFS attempts to paint the State's experts with too broad a brush by suggesting

that any unresolved issues in Contention L are based on subjective belief or

unsupported supposition. PFS Motion at 3-4. As support for this statement, which

attempts to impugn all the State's experts, PFS cites to the Coppersmith Declaration 11

27-31, 46. The cited declaration, however, relates only to certain issues raised by Dr.

Allison. It has no relationship whatsoever to any of the other three State experts.

Moreover, PFS's disagreement with Dr. Allison's conclusions are not grounds for

disqualifying him as an expert. The Supreme Court has dismissed concerns about the

new, more lenient Federal Rule of Evidence 702 resulting in admission of faulty science

by noting that "[v]igorous cross-examination, presentation of contrary evidence, and

careful instruction on the burden of proof are the traditional and appropriate means of

attacking shaky but admissible evidence." Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals

Inc., 509 U.S 579, 596 (1993). As the Fifth Circuit has noted, "the trial court's role as

gatekeeper is not intended to serve as a replacement for the adversary system." U.S. v.

14.38 Acres of Land Situated in Leflore County. Missisipi, 80 F.3d 1074, 1078 (5th Cir.

and Responses to Applicant's Fourth Set of Discovery Requests to Intervenors State of
Utah and Confederated Tribes (an. 31, 2000) at 4.

9



1996).

Furthermore, PFS inappropriately tries to claim the expertise of State's witness,

Dr. Arabasz, as a proponent that PFS has satisfied Contention L, Basis 1.14 In an

attempt to shore up the surface faulting aspect of Geomatrix's study, PFS claims that

Dr. Arabasz has endorsed Geomatrix's work. See e.g., PFS Motion at 6-8. During his

deposition, however, Dr Arabasz testified that his careful review of the Geomatrix

report was restricted to vibratory ground motion hazard and that his familiarity with

Basis 1 is cursory. Arabasz Tr., excerpts attached hereto as Exhibit 11, at 34-36i5; PFS

Exh. E at 96-97, and 109. Further, Dr. Arabasz testified that he has expertise relevant

to surface faulting, but that aspect of Contention L had been assigned to Dr. Allison

and he deferred the issue to him. Exh. 11 (Arabasz Tr.) at 35.

PFS's claims that it has used an integrated approach to evaluate both the

vibratory ground motion and surface fault displacement are wrong. PFS Material Facts

14. PFS has not used the soil velocity data obtained from seismic cone penetration

tests in order to convert the seismic reflection data to show depth of marker beds, such

as the Promontory soil and key geologic horizons within the Lake Bonneville

14 PFS's attempt to rely on Dr. Arabasz's expertise directly contradicts PFS's
broad, generalized and unsupported claim that the opinions of the State's technical
experts are not based on reasoned scientific or technical judgment. PFS's wants to have
it both ways: confer expert status on the State's witnesses when they agree with PFS's
position but disrepute them when they challenge PFS's position.

15 PFS Exhibit E contains excerpts from Dr. Arabasz's deposition, including
pages 4 through 33, and 37 through 45 but Exhibit E does not include pages 34-36.

10



sequence. Allison Dec. 1 7.

PFS's approach has not been comprehensive. PFS asserts that because the

structural grain of the valley appears to run northwest, geological structure of other

orientations do not need to be determined or investigated. But PFS has ignored the

east-west Pass Canyon and the topographic embayment at the east-west trending

Rydalch Pass, which are anomalies to the assertions that the structural grain of the

valley runs northwest. Allison Dec. 1 8.

In another failure to integrate its approach, Geomatrix collected no seismic tie

line to correlate the PFS 1998 lines among themselves or with the Geosphere and GSI

lines. All of the PFS 1998 lines were shot in an east-west direction; without any

perpendicular lines to tie into those east-west lines, Geomatrix's interpretation of the

data is unreliable. Nor are the placement and number of seismic lines adequate to

determine the length of the East or West faults. Allison Dec. 1 9.

III. PFS Has Not Satisfied the Concerns Raised by the State in Basis 2.

PFS considers Basis 2 to be restricted to whether or not PFS employed the

Sommerville methodology in its seismic hazard analysis and has threatened to file a

motion to strike if the State attempts to raise any other issue under Basis 2. PFS

Motion at 9-10 and 10 n. 16.

PFS's reading of Basis 2 is too simplistic. Basis 2 is framed by the wording of

Contention L: 'The Applicant has not demonstrated the suitability of the proposed

11



ISFSI site because the License Application and SAR do not adequately address site and

subsurface investigations necessary to determine geologic conditions, potential

seismicity, ground motion, soil stability and foundation loading.' State's Contentions

(November 23, 1997) at 80 (emphasis added). Basis 2 consists of two parts. The first

part relates to the site being subject to ground motions greater than those anticipated

due to spatial variation in ground motion amplitude and duration because of near

surface traces of potentially capable faults, and the statement is supported by a citation

to Sommerville, et al. Thl second Pl1 dt relates to PFS's failui teo adecuatelyJ ascss

ground ot 15 LplianLcC with 10 CFR 5 72.102(c). SectionI 102(c) ejuXfes sites,

Such aS tile PFS sie, to be evaluated fo. "soil i 1stability. due to vibratory grourlA

Motion." FO1 stc3 wt of the Roeky Mountain Front, thc Applicalt must Lvaludte

ibr 4tory- grou iiotXion by- conducting a detc 1 X ism 3 ~icj hdazard anlysi i

acLordaIIe with Part 100, PfJAppenix A. 10 CFR ~ 212p1.Thu, Bass 2 relatc3 O

w hether or no~t PFS has con,1ducted afl adequate deterinisic~l sCi3mic ha:alrd anlsi-

PFS has not coldUcted a fully- ldLeteI Irlistic hataid anal4 1y3 that eLets

the detc 1 1 1 n1 ,ti illents of 10 CFR Part 100 Appendix A. Sc Staff's Objcetil3

an1 d RespojL3es to the 'State of Utah's Sixth Set of DiscoveLy Requests DBiected to thc

N4RC Staff (Utah Contcntion L)" (F eb aly 14, 2000), Response to Rcqu-ests fo

Admissions 1 and 2 at 7 8. See abo State's Material Facts ¶1 13 14.

Thl Board sl.ould uplhold this porti~o of thc State's cOnteLntionI becau se PFS'3

12



-vib1atory grijund iiiotionj analysis is not in compiliancc with Cuirrent Pal t 72

regulttons.

For the Board to find that PFS is nonetheless entitled to prevail because the Staff

intends to grant PFS an exemption from the deterministic seismic hazard analysis

requirements, the Board must find that it has jurisdiction to consider the exemption

request. The State finds itself in a procedurally impossible position. The State can

show that PFS does not meet the Part 72 deterministic seismic hazard analysis

requirements but that is not the standard that will eventually apply to the PFS. The

State has attempted to amend Basis 2 on three separate three occasions to address PFS's

exemption from Part 72. After the first two attempts, the State was told that it was

too early. See Background above. The third attempt is still pending before the Board.

As discussed in the following section, PFS's seismic hazard analysis, under any

NRC regulatory standard, is inadequate because it does not evaluate conflicting shear

wave velocity data in the uppermost soil layer.

IV. PFS's Present Failure to Account for Conflicting Data and Future
Revision to Its Design Basis Ground Motion Has Such a Direct and
Significant Impact on Basis 2 and Basis 3 that the Board Should Deny
PFS's Motion for Summary Disposition.

Regardless of whether PS is , eti; d to con1duct a dCtCerinisti. 01

prbabuil;itLi sci 1s 1i; hiazrd an1alysis, PFS'3s s 3c1 A..i hazad analysis i inadequat

beCaU3 e it does not evaluate conflicting shCar wave velocity data ir the uppCIeinst stoi

a . Scc Se iarbas Dec. I 8, 03tadan1 DGu. ¶ 9. Geximatix 1relied on shear wavc
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eoiisof approim~~iately 750 feet per second obtained fr om the 1996 i

recfiation data. Ostadan Dec. ¶ 9. Later seismi co.- e Fcett atilii testing data show

that tLe iiCan shear wave velocties il tlh shllow Soil laIyeL are approximatelyn 540 feet

perseceofd.-4,-

Once tLh 3sei' input 1 design basis glourd motioll has bec developed basec

3 isiilicity and gCologic conditionis at the site, cngineers take that m11otion1 4a 1d ap*~y

it in thL analyi3, the st decide at which pit i: the soil profile thL

motio. sL.o~1d be introduced (i~e. thec o0ftr l joiiit). if the soil Pr ofile has a th1 . soft

layer 1 tile dc4 ntin should be spci~fied at the top of the comupetent ijateial at'a

point jut below tLh soft lay er. estadan DeL. 1 10. 1nc 1 te proper conItl po yiniIts

establislied, tile. engineer.~ iiiutt theni ealuate the. effect of the~. g1ou1 d miotion on1 tile sui

p 1ofIle aolve the Co1 ti-V poinit. There is, thVl, pa J;3 c1 1pinarY intIface eltweIe.n wle"

thc seistriologi.t'. analysis c11d. and the enineerCis begns.

Th_ State's experts have testified that theiL _rL two _ay that PS rould _ __1_

it, failuiL to evaluate the incompatibl soil veoc ity, data. EitL1 G eoniatiiA cold e i

aiialy'r its, cl4 ulatIi.,s to accouiit for tile conflhdting data Or PFS Could introduce the

glound motions that ceomlatl i develoed by thue soiiiitiny it l o1 etwiuni where th

.,hear wave velocity vi750 ft/secA. was, mesrd Ostadan Dcl.. ¶ 1 1. PFS has, don1 e

n;the. Failuri to pLiforni t hhs re e ivaluation.,s maikes. the surface design basis au

ertai> and the correc seismic *lai w imparte1 to the sllow s *r4fik-

__ £ :1 _ . _ _L * _ L1 141 '_ __ _~



and the. &,undatio~ns ande~fined.

The State's seismologist, Dr. Arabasz, agrees that the po~int at whithu..

develO~ed PbItund inc~tX:,n Sh~tld be. iintrodt'CCd 'n the So"l Fro~fk at the PFS Sit1.

LnL11~decisio and he has deferred the isu to Dr. Ostadaii. Araba3,_ D~e. ¶ 8-.

F-tirthlLrnor e, thre resJt 4f PF' failure to ev aluate the Conflicting shear wave veilot

data has other imlcain (.g., O all Calculations that ulsl the design basis groin

i~ np1 1 t, stich as the soil and fotndation stability, anal-yses), whiLL atL

di3 Lu3 eed in Section V bel, Vy.

The Youngs Declaration ¶ 8, Exhibit C to PFS's Motion, states "PFS ... will be

revising its design basis ground motion based on new shear and pressure wave velocity

profiles and dynamic soil properties being developed for the site." See also PFS Motion

at n. 3. Moreover, it is apparent from the Youngs Declaration that PFS is still

collecting site data (i.e. acquisition of some additional downhole velocity data).

Youngs Dec. ¶ 9.

Dr. Youngs describes various steps, (a) - (e) involved in developing site specific

design basis ground motions. The third step, Step (c), is the characterization of the

strong ground shaking that potential future earthquakes may produce. Id. ¶ 9. Dr.

Youngs advises that PFS's revised design basis ground motion not only directly affects

Step (c), but it also requires changes to Step (d) (computation of 2,000 year return

period ground motion) and Step (e) (adjustment of ground motion for near-fault
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effects), but he implies that Basis 2 and Basis 3 are unaffected by these significant

changes. Id.

The State disputes Dr. YotLtgs assetion. that thc revised design basis P-ound

1 otionI wll ot affLLct Basis 2 or Basis 3. It iS obvious Step (c, thc development Of te

de4sign basiS g1oud iotion, rclates dcirctly to Basis 2. By looking at thc 1ccitatio 1 of

ploposeld fUtUrc cha1 gs that PFS will need to make to itS SAR (.g., se'

pnOyagtlOf, soil FrofilCs for U5C in soil strudture 111telactioni, Storage p ad a41 aly 3

selsic loads, ete.), is it equally aobviusU that thL ftUtUi chanls wil dirctlyl affect

Basn 3 too. Se Pankyn's Dc. 22, 2000 letter, Exhibit 9, se Ba. .ttt Dec. 17.

PFS's collection of ned lata an1d aFparlent Ubstan1 tiVereC evaltUation of it5

ge YS; Chal tLizatioll of the ISFSI 3'te by thel 3 JSevL 3 , liS 3411ificant doubt

that the partie sho uld be 1cquilcd tO rouceed further and, at this time, the Board

should deLny PFS's Motion1 for Sim11 ary7 Disposition1 for Basis 2 a2n1 d 3. M44o 1  15

N4RG at 532 (1982) (f thrll is any- possiblity, that a litigabkl; isCU of fea w1 3  a1 7Y

doubt at Whether the Faltie3 sbold be Fer11 tted or reteUid to praccd fur1 ther, thC

1lot;ol must bc deLniec. Moreover, PFS's rc-cvaluation1 is n1ot inIely Froceedulpal but

affects the safety considc ation at thle PFS site. See Brach's letteL, Exhibit 10.

V. In Addition to Relying on Non-conservative Assumptions, PFS's
Investigation Does Not Satisfy the Concerns Raised by the State in Basis 3.

In order to fully inform the Board regarding Basis 3, a hearing is warranted on

the complex technical and safety considerations that relate to PFS's subsurface
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investigation, sampling and analysis, and testing for engineering analysis. The

technically complex issues raised by the State in Basis 3 are significant especially when

considered in the context of the non-conservative assumptions PFS intends to rely

upon in its seismic analysis of the site.

A. PFS Has Not Considered Other Factors that Affect the Non-
conservative Assumptions PFS Relied upon in Its Seismic Analysis
of the Site.

Since its initial application to the NRC, PFS has updated its soil profile. See

e.g., Trudeau Dec., Exhibit 2, which describes five soil layers. The CPT and boring

data revealed a more complex soil layering system than the first phase of PFS's

investigation indicated. Generally, the two uppermost layers are of concern to the

State with respect to the sliding and bearing capacity of the soils to resist seismic forces.

The uppermost layer, Layer 1, consists of Eolian Silt approximately three feet thick

underlain by Layer 2, consisting of approximately seven feet of upper Bonneville,

predominantly clays characterized as silty clay/clayey silt. Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. 472.

PFS proposes a bold and untried strategy of a soil-cement mixture in Layer 1

under the storage pad, which PFS asserts will provide an adequate factor of safety

against sliding and bearing capacity. SAR (Rev. 9) at 2.6-60. Trudeau & Chang Tr.

152. There are no detailed calculations or field testing to demonstrate that this novel

concept will function as PFS's speculates. Trudeau & Chang Tr. at 149-5 1. The only
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discussion of the soil-cement concept is contained in approximately one page of the

SAR. SAR, Rev. 9 at 2.6-60. PFS claims that this cursory description is adequate to

describe the anticipated properties of the material, and in any event, the State's

concerns will be addressed at a future date, when PFS considers design specification.

Trudeau Dec. 1 30.

There s absolutel no obetive b43i fo PFS'_ L _1i_ that the soil c_ w11c11 .

offe the requid resisti t M 3 ie lda and perrm as, an riteal soil l1Cemen1t

nat. Bartltt Dc. ¶ 23. PS has admittd that the soil c _ient stratgy, s sti11 at tit

conceptual stage. Exhibit 7, T udcat° & Chanlg T1 at 148, State's Mat. Fact 11 45, 51.

To the extent that PFS is relying on satisfying the State's collec its at sonle future d atX,

thi; in and of itself shvuld be a su ffciecnt gr1 Oa1d for dc1y;..g PFS's Mhotio. See

hViL.i, 15 NRC at 532 (1982). Furthcrmore, therc are significant ur.esolved critical

desin cocern that PFS_ has no cosierd, StIC.1 thle S3 nt1 11 t "Celnd 11lIC

thre soil cLnient iniat tindLI torskional and bending earthcjuake ces, the periliability, of

the s3il &1n m11 ix aLn, a1 sinkage l an et a n o the ai a i of s oil nient as the

dr ies and is exposed to losg-tci.in, abienb t civiro umental Conditions. See Tudteut° &

Chang T1 . 145 52, Bartlett Dec. 1 24, Utah Matelial Facts 1 47, 51, 57, 73.

AlnotheL bold philoolj+y at the PFS ISFSI 13 iolte's assumlption that tlhe CaSktS

will slide on the pad in a controlled miianiie du1Xng a lalge earthquake. Thlere i lL

othc. redundanlcy built into I Ioltec's expected design. But such a bold assumptioJn him
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no mar gin for r ror. 0stad4 1 De. 1 26. This issue relates to -Basis 3 because Hclatee's

aSSUfIj.tnl l3 alC relied Upon inr PFS'3 alllfsis of tle soils to resist seli llia 1ds3. Ia

il this case, IIoltcL'3 3's auiptsiss n. e11 gated b7 the poteLtidl that col!

bonding betweenl the cask and thle pd riay ocCUI over time. When two large bodies

(cak anid pad) alC in contact, soe local defor 1 1ation and redistlibution of stLesses iiiay

OCCuI at the points of contact vwhich would elcate a bond, and this wtould 11ot allo.. th1.

cak to slde uon thl pad oV mIoV snl1 oothl7 dur>in an larth t tUdk. Thus, H olt'3

aull that slidingwillreduc thce se isC forCeS is incor ect. hL t!L mi stan1ce, the

Se;ilc loadds would be gr eatcr th4an a2utnLed and it is questionable w hether tehe soils

beLcath thc Fad will have the tu 3 tai that additional load. O3tadani Dec. 1

B. PFS Has Not Satisfied the Concerns Raised by the State in Basis 3.

There are a number of significant concerns raised by the State in Basis 3 that

have not yet been resolved by PFS's investigation and analysis. PFS asserts that many

of the State's concerns are not contained within Basis 3. PFS Motion at 10. Obviously

PFS wishes that were the case since its investigation is so flawed and is ongoing. But

PFS's wishes are not legal arguments; PFS's absurdly narrow reading of Basis 3 should

be rejected.

The lremlainin1g iiior failin, in PFS's subsurfacc invCst;6 aions, lBasis 3 subpalt

a, incltude PF's 3 failiLC to colduct deLp hole drilling to cstablish the locatioll o
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bercdc.k an1d tc, mehasure So -.iel veitY' data to that de~th. Utah L; at 83, Bartlett

Ostadan at 92.

Moreover, PFS has not conducted a site specific investigation and laboratory

analyses that show that soil conditions are adequate for the proposed foundation

loading. Utah L at 85. PFS cannot support its claims that the soils are reasonably

uniform in the horizontal direction. PFS Motion at 12. Even within Layer 2 of the

new soil layering system, the CPT data suggest significant variation exists in the CPT

tip stress measurements from CPT sounding to CPT sounding. The Applicant has

made no geostatistical analysis of this variation to determine an adequate horizontal

spacing for sampling to acceptably define the variation. Also, the variation in CPT tip

stress has not been used to understand the potential variability in engineering

properties obtained from the laboratory test program. State's Material Fact 1 30;

Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. 471 - 506; Bartlett Dec. 1 25.

Also, PFS maintains, without objective evidence, that natural cementation has

lead to an apparently high shear strength for the Layer 2 soils. Trudeau & Chang Tr.

75-78. However, PFS has not demonstrated that cementation is substantial and is

uniform throughout Layer 2 and can be relied upon to resist seismic forces. PFS's lack

of investigation has led to a poor understanding of cementation and its role in

affecting the undrained shear strength, particularly at the large strains that will be

introduced by the design basis ground motion. Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. 129-130.
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Further, PFS has not considered another possible mechanism for the apparently high

shear strength values seen in Layer 2. The higher shear strength values may be caused

by dessication (drying) of the surficial, clayey soils at the time of sampling and testing.

Such soils will manifest a high shear strength; however, upon rewetting, or increase in

soil moisture, the shear strength will decrease. PFS has not investigated the effect that

potential changes in moisture content have on increasing or decreasing the undrained

shear strength. Bartlett Dec. 1 19; Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. 129-30. See also PFS Motion

at 12-14. PFS's analysis of the geochemical effects and the environmental conditions at

the site that may affect the moisture content of the soil is rudimentary. Utah L at 84;

see also Utah Material Facts 11 40, 49, 61, 68 and 69; Bartlett Dec. 1 18.

PFS's sampling and analysis, Basis 3 subpart b, are inadequate to characterize

the site or to ascertain the soil conditions to determine the reliability of the foundation

system to earthquake loading. PFS Motion at 15-16.

PFS has not performed the required density of spacing as outlined in NRC

Regulation Guide 1.132, "Site Investigations for Foundations of Nuclear Power

Plants," for the pad emplacement area. Nor has PFS performed continuous sampling

for each major structure as recommended by Reg. Guide 1.132 Part C6. Sampling.

PFS has not considered the potential spatial variation of key soil properties (e.g.,

shear wave velocity, undrained shear strength) in a systematic way in its field

investigations and design calculations. Because variation and uncertainty has not been
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treated in a consistent and statistical manner, it is not possible to determine the

reliability of the soil and foundation systems to earthquake loading. Utah L at 85;

Bartlett Dec. 11 9-10. For example, the foundation stability calculations for the pad

emplacement area and Canister Transfer Building have not accounted for the potential

variation of shear strength in Layer 2. Bartlett Dec. 1 13. Cone penetrometer tip stress

values have been taken across the PFS site that suggest spatial variation (both vertical

and horizontal); however, no statistical assessment of the impact of this variation has

been made on the factor of safety against dynamic sliding and bearing capacity.

Moreover, PFS has based the seismic design of the foundation systems for the pad

emplacement area on very limited laboratory testing from one borehole. PFS has not

demonstrated that this single datum is representative of the foundation soil for the

entire pad emplacement area. Utah L at 85 Such extreme under-sampling may be

subject to severe bias and could potentially lead to overestimation of the shear strength

capacity available to resist earthquake forces. Bartlett Dec. 11 11-12.

Further, PFS has not adequately characterized the properties of the Bonneville

Deposits under levels of strain that are anticipated by the design basis earthquake. Utah

L at 87. See Utah Material Fact 1 17; Bartlett & Ostadan tr. 451-452, 506. PFS has

conducted stress-controlled cyclic triaxial tests to measure the collapse potential of the

Bonneville sediments under cyclic earthquake loading. SAR at 2.6-100 (Rev. 11). PFS

maintains that it has conducted stress controlled triaxial tests to quantify the reduction
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in shear stress due to free-field ground motion. PFS Motion at 25-26. However, PFS

has not performed strain-controlled, cyclic triaxial testing at large strain to show that

the shear modulus and damping values used in development the design basis ground

motion are appropriate for lightly to moderately cemented soils. Utah L at 86; Bartlett

Dec. 1 28.

Probably the most glaring shortcoming in PFS's soils investigation and analyses

is in the quantification of how the soils and foundation systems will perform under

anticipated static and dynamic loading. Utah L at 90 and 92. PFS segmented its

,ctechllical analysis and design by, variotU disciplines, by doing so, PFS has failed to

illgatC it3 V 5 iestiations ~ad analysCs into a CW13;Siteuit and fnXfi.ed design6

pras 03 t~adaii ag. ¶ 8.

PFS's analyses are inadequate to accurately model the expected behavior of the

foundation soils under dynamic loading. Utah L at 85. PFS, for exanle, has not

adequate, or aCtIt stemJ 4Valuated the effects of cold bc. 116diX, fling, or inlclie waves

Ont the expected behavior of tile soils anda foundatioll unlder dyfltamic loadillg. See g.

Gstadlanl Dec. 11 17 2, Bartlett Dec. 1120, 22. Further, PFS has not conducted an

adequate or complete investigations to determine the properties of the various

materials underlying the site. Utah L at 86. PFS has not considered that a significant

portion of the undrained shear strength of the Bonneville Sediments is already

mobilized by free-field ground motion; hence significantly reducing the amount of
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shear strength capacity remaining to resist foundation sliding under dynamic forces.

Ostadan Dec. 1 28.

The syce of PFS'3s in vetiation been11 isufficient wth respect to th

lharacte 4iations Vl soils at deFth anid the crlation1s Vf the seismic refraction data

with thl SGPT data. Utah L at 86. Se Ba dltt BcW. 11 13 17. PFS initially colleted

ses ic rfactioni data which suggested the shear w ave vejocties in the tUppet ino3t s

tt bfile to b tely- 750 feet per se 1 1 d . Late and mL*e Io.1inots*

SCPT data show theLa wave e a l V cities to b 540 ftSe, thVs3 contr adicting the

ses ic rractiniu data. The SGPT data also dernonstrate that the uppermost soil lam C

ia f thin la.. PF used the SPT data to > rei-e.a atin of the soil strTi_

Comipatibl soil propertie r soil t intractioni bvt it hasleWd to utle the

SCPT to revisc deVeClIllFnt of thc dCSigll basis g91 Otld nm1otion. OStada~n Dec. at 119-

+2.

PFS has insufficient relevant test data to support the selection of design

parameters. Utah L at 86. BecausC thc developmernt of the design basis groU1 Id miiotio

did not recognizt th. soft thin Upper soil lay.ei, PFS's engincers have inayppopriately

int1 roducd thc desigln iotiojn at the glou1 d surface ite1 tad at a point of below thc

surfac. OIn toy of a comllpetent soil layce. 3stalda1 Dec. at ¶110 11.

PFS has inaccurately or inadequately characterized the basis for the selection of

samples or conducted relevant tests to determine the soil's physical characteristics due
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to anticipated loading or the duration of loading during a seismic event. Utah L at 87.

Iii partitcular, I Ioltec's analysis of the ad cas.k systel, adn in valid Ssuimptious that

I Ioltcc rclied UtsOel-Cate sigLlificllet uWlLesolved safcty conicernis. DesigLn and stabilty

of the foundation1 41nd thc stipcortng soil systeLI are functions of the dynamic f ces

that will bc imparted to the1 . Thus, I Ioltcr's alaly-sis isilmporta1 t becau s e I Ioltec's

LaleUttation fgcnerats. the.s.ismic loaud that would be actilig on the Fad almd the Soil

system. estadan Dc. 11 20 21.

The 1 loLte caleutlation, Mult; Gk ? Rerpuo-e the PFS a1 SFSLfi O11 20\Q ) cur

S~i1s 1 t~CVC, F ~olt1.. Il telatiolnal) (Ag 20, 1999) ceatcs numcou aU3ld 3iifict

consCCIi that affect thle eMtXl e dCs3 g1 Fackage. Fi st, I Iolte ylaced tle mlt uI t o iii

t oe roilg l-cation i her1 it co1 ducted its dy11anic analysis of thc cask aund the pad.

estadan1 Dcc 1 22. Secon1 d, H oltec assumecd that scis3ic w aves would at rive at the

oUndatioun 3 ti-t1 cdUIe -veItically and failed to take into accotint that scisnlli. wav< ;,

aIIV a all angle which would caus larl r rocking an1d to1 sionial viLratioji thai

E oltcc- asscuud. Id. Third, I Ioltcc's nonlinear analysis ;ilnaPpl Piatcly Irclied Oil am

set of timle llistol ics cad of at least three. Id. 11 16 aud 22. Fourth, I Ioltec filed to

aCOUnlt for frcjucnlCY dcct edenY1 y of soil S3 lifl 3 auud darF'119g cocffiC Il lts fo tle

pads. estad41 n Dee 22. Finjally, I Ioltec used thc invalid a3suuuiptionu that the storabc

pad would adt as a 1igid miat whe1 , ;n fact, otheL PFS Calculati;Os show the Fad wvill b

flexiDbl. Id. Thus, PFS Lannot delonlstrated thc eapability of thec soil's physical
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cha acttdistics to withstand an1ticipted loading or thc duratio of loading dtring-

m e cCernt .9els .10 RA"1004 4 :M

PFS has not shown that the static and dynamic engineering properties of the

soils were properly determined and that reasonable and conservative values were used

in the design. Utah L at 89. Scc Utah Material Fact 1 92. 1 Iolec has a bold design that

has 1fl edundllgncy built into it. I1 0teec ass3umLIS that tile cask anid pad will slidle ill

contlrolled manner duirin a larg. earthquake anid thtat this will reduce the sCis;i3 C loadS

en th pads and soils below. Becatse the r. is no redundancy in J loltee's xpeteed

dCSigli thc fdilt uo Of thc CSkS to sidC will iMP21 t foL -es greiater than aniticipated to c

pad, the pd foundaton, and the I __-_] . 1 _ __ _ ilt r 1 _ampl, h n. Cot IL___

thea effects of cold bondig wher over ti 11e local deor 1 tio1 giland lredistribution j

st1 mayd o r and create abond betwee the cask a 1d the pad a1 4 hence tra1

!argCI dynar1 ie forces that was a11ticipated by PFS i11 alalyzilng the dyna4 ic stability ofA

the fotndation soils.. Ostadani Dcc. 1 26.

PFS has not explained how the developed data were used in the design analysis,

how the test data were enveloped for design, and why the design envelope is

conservative. Utah L at 89. PFS uxed th. WIo-ng Fpalametcl (i.e., spTectal aceeleratior)

~Ict COllatb *thU foundatioI loadIng i1 the stability, aiial-ysi an1d this inot ice

aSSUliipn Imayl ICqXtUI thc use of a des4ig syctral aUccleration valuC close to Of IL

___es 1 o . O)tadan D. _ 27.
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The PFS site is one of seismic complexity. PFS las niot adeiuately o. aceut ately

assessed potential earthquakes and reitib grotllldMot;OllS, CSF3 Cially -with .cspect et

incilL waVCS, ValiatiOi n Phasing of the time historics a 1d "fling." Utah L at 90. PFS

ilnlercetly assumlld that ylopaeatinb wavs fiOl. anl earth 1ke wvoul ald ivc vrtitelly

btit failed to Consider that W avsa wsvld arrive at anl angl. Otadan De. ¶ 22. NO1 it.

PFS used a fficient 1 ntiUber of time histories 1i its no1linear a 1allyis of the caks Vll

the Fad, to take into account the sesitit1y of tle n1onlinear analysis to FhaSiii.

Ostadai1 Dec. 1 18. In addition, PFS has ignorcd the effects of "fling' (i.e., a large ulse

of enlrgy delivered in a short burst). I 1 17. PFS's failure to aceut ately Or adeMuately

assess these effects in its analysis of soils, soil Structurc Or de.3ign basis glound mlltion

has SC iOUS Safety XiiFlictions beeauSeh the n.ag.;teudc anld f1 e uctecy of those folte3

I;* -- 1 1~ - ii - ~C' 1. _.L*

mia 7 E. begeae 1 or UiffIrent Lilan titJ3 aetllatd by1 3F' anialy 13.

PFS has inade11 uatly anlalyZd W he Oitutn the CanistLe tia Iife buildinE,

by ign1 oring the effeet of the rotational malass mlotlont of in;Cfia by ignolinE, the effect

of couPlii.g betWee.. two hol izOlltal directions, and by i.ncorrectly assurninEg the mass

cen ter of the buildilg eo be at the cecter of the t 1lat. Ostadan Dec. 129. PFS'S

calculations do ..ot dLlonstlate WhY tihe deS3 4n eiyve'lC is ors vativ l whethe

PFS eorrC1 tl7 applied the developed data i.. its desigr analysis. OEtadan Dec 29.

PFS has made no attempt to compare the site specific data with the published

data. For example, PFS has not conducted strain-controlled cyclic triaxial tests to
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determine the large strain shear modulus and damping values for the Bonneville Clay.

Utah L at 90-91; see also Bartlett Dec. 1 28.

Finally, the tests conducted to date by PFS do not allow a reviewer to make a

reasonable judgment about how the soil will perform under anticipated static and

dynamic loading of the short and long term conditions. Utah L at 92. Ostadan Dec.;

Bartlett Dec.

CONCLUSION

The subject matters of PFS's motion and this response are extremely

complicated and technical; even people in other technically oriented disciplines have a

hard time grasping them. This complexity is another reason to deny Applicant's

motion; the Board should avail itself of the opportunity to hear testimony from and

question experts from both sides before drawing its conclusions.
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For the reasons stated above, PFS is not entitled to Summary Disposition and

the State requests the Board to set this matter for hearing.

DATED this 3 0th day of January, 2001.

Respectfully submitted,

Denise Chancellor, Assistant Attorney General
Fred G Nelson, Assistant Attorney General
Connie Nakahara, Special Assistant Attorney General
Diane Curran, Special Assistant Attorney General
Laura Lockhart, Assistant Attorney General
Attorneys for State of Utah
Utah Attorney General's Office
160 East 300 South, 5th Floor, P.O. Box 140873
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0873
Telephone: (801) 366-0286, Fax: (801) 366-0292
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of: ) Docket No. 72-22-ISFSI

)
PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE, LLC ) ASLBP No. 97-732-02-ISFSI
Independent Spent Fuel )
Storage Installation) ) January 30, 2001

STATE OF UTAH'S STATEMENT OF
DISPUTED AND RELEVANT MATERIAL FACTS

In support of its Response to Applicant's Motion for Summary Disposition of

Utah Contention L, the State submits this Statement of Disputed and Relevant

Material Facts.

BASIS 1

1. Tl.c StatC diputts PFS Mat ial Fact Bas's 1 1 5 t.o the eXteCt that PFS
ifnili"that PrSs 11" CvsInplitf with Reg. Guidlc l.lC5 and~ Standalrdl Rellicev plale
("SRP" 2.5.1 (basic gCelogic and seismic infC l 11 4oti.l 11), SRP 2.5.2 (e.valua.tsi Of
viLoator y gl 111stio 1), and SR:P 2.5.3 (vLlnation ojf tt-fiace fault dispolaeenient).
PFS h not adIeI ate17 ealuatId -vib rat.ryg rotin niotion. S1 PTS'. Ltt..1 to th.L

Safety and LiXcLsing Boaid oC DeceambeL 28, 2000, by PFSs counsel, Jay IE. Silbc. g.
FU.th..er11morC, the State Pisputes rrs evAtution of vib1 ato.y, gl ounel motio and
sf 4 .acC fault displaC.leinlt. Sce Utah MateralFacs 1 at 2 1.

2. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 ¶ 12. There is no support
that the two trenches referred to in 1 6 of the Coppersmith or 1 9 of the Clark
Declarations are each 250 feet long. See Volume 1, Final Report, Fault Evaluation
Study and Seismic Hazard Assessment prepared by Geomatrix Consultants, Inc. for the
Private Fuel Storage Facility, dated February 1999, p. 8 (Exh. 2 to Coppersmith Decl.).



3. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 1 4. PFS's has been neither
integrative and nor comprehensive. For example, PFS did not use the soil velocity
data obtained from seismic cone penetration tests in order to convert the seismic
reflection data to show depth of marker beds such as the Promontory soil and key
geologic horizons within the Lake Bonneville sequence. Allison Dec. 1 7.

4. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 11 8, 11, 50 and 54. The
east-west Pass Canyon is an anomaly to the structural grain of the valley runs
northwest. Another anomaly to the northwest structural grain is the topographic
embayment at the east-west trending Rydalch Pass. PFS has not shot enough seismic
lines to analyze the anomalies to its claim that the only structural features of the valley
run northwest. Allison Dec. 1 8

5. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 1 14. PFS has not shot an
perpendicular line in a north-south direct to correlate its interpretation of the east-west
seismic lines. Moreover there are an insufficient number of east-west seismic lines to
determine the length of the East Fault or the West Fault or intervening faults. Allison
Dec. 1 9.

6. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 18. PFS has not analyzed
that the East and West Faults may be listric and could cause the secondary faults found
at the site to flatten out and create surface rupture. Allison Dec. 1 9.

7. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 ¶ 31 to the extent that PFS
claims that the faults are laterally discontinuous. No data has been collected or
presented to locate the ends of the faults. Allison Dec. 1 9.

8. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 1 41. The Wasatch fault,
for example, demonstrates that a new faulting may occur on an unidentified strand of
an existing fault. See Black, B.D., Lund, W.R., Schwartz, D.P., Gill, H.E., May, B.H.,
1996, "Paleoseismic Investigations on the Salt Lake City Segment of the
Wasatch Fault Zone at South Fork, Dry Creek and Dry Gulch Sites, Salt
Lake County, Utah," Utah Geological Survey Special Studies 92, 22 p.

9. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 151. PFS has not shot any
perpendicular tie lines to correlate the data it obtained from the east-west seismic lines.
Allison Dec. 1 9.

10. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 1 52. The placement and
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number of seismic lines is inadequate. Allison Dec. ¶ 9.

11. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 1 ¶54. See Material Facts
above. Allison Dec. ¶ 7-9.

BASIS 2

12. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 2 Li1. PFS has not quoted
basis 2 in its entirety. Basis 2, as admitted, states:

2. Ground motion. The site may also be subject to ground motions greater
than those anticipated by the Applicant due to spatial variations in ground
motion amplitude and duration because of near surface traces of potentially
capable faults (the Stansbury and Cedar Mountain faults). Sommerville, P.G.,
Smith, N.F., Graves, R.W., and Abrahamson, N.A., Modification of empirical
strong ground motion attenuation relations to include the amplitude and
duration effects of rupture directivity in 68 Seismological Research Letters (No.
1) 199 (1997). Failure to adequately assess ground motion places undue risk on
the public and the environment and fails to comply with 10 CFR S 72.102(c).

State's Contentions on the Construction and Operating License Application by Private
Fuel Storage, LLC for an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Facility (November 23,
1997) at 74.

13. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 2 ¶ 3. While the Applicant
may have "appropriately" implemented the methodology of Somerville et al., 4 'e
Appiat a o 1dtquati asese the deign bass run mt - -~- . 111

achieving adeqjuate. Ciivtim f its, anialysis. 1Ar~abasx, Tr. at 57 50, 63 64. Araban

14. PFS has not couct11 dck a fully detLI 11 n cism hanar d aIlalyais 0

instead, PFS has submitted two sesi aiialye i den 1tified 2- "dete1 111j11tisie but w hich1
used a h7 brid llethodology- that inemiporatetd Fr obabiliti elerlents n

tg luiiCrdafflties it. the tiatment of the sesi sources gid wther ininits to

the an1alyses.. Ar0 . bast Tr. at 46~ 47, 58, Ariabasr DcI. ¶ 7.

PFS has not sequentially numbered its material facts; at this point PFS starts
re-numbering its material facts.
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15. The Staff admitted that the Dcterm1inXistic SCisii1~. Ilard Analysi;5
e1rfom eCd by, CGeoratr ix CGniStltantS, Li.C., as " "ported ini AP 11diX 2 of thec PFS 199-7

Saflty EvalWtXatio Report an1d as uated by Gmnt, iL i Upd111 c Dete1 rministi
C round Motion Asscss111ct (Ap r il 1999) "Jid n ot tlth detct nlniieets
i1 10 C.F.R. Part 100 A X flnixA A., stafs ebjectills and ReVos3 es t*V til "Sta te V1

Utah'$ Sxth t overy Requests Di rected to tlh N4RC Staff (Utal CGontcentio
L February- 14, 20001, Response to Reqets for AdmXiassions 1 aiid 2 at z 8.

16. 11 develpiI its desig6 1 1 basis grouId tions fo the prcbabilisti
seisic harar d analy sis, PFS did not account fo, i. te entra~tiontes

("SCPT") data obtalind in 1999 whih sho that thc average e l, WaVe Vltc r Xi thc
ap erniot 10 feet of tlhe soil rofile tinderly.ing the. PFS site is about 540 feet per
seeo.8. instead, PFS used lo we resolutionl data obtainied earlier fro eim
left-actio ry' to aa tg shear wave velcity of 750 fet pe 1  _ to-the

Uippll..Ost 45 feet. Wlhet.L 1 PFS is required to pcrform a d ete ininlisti cr
robabUlstic seismi. hazard analy sis, fal 1 e to accouit for the SGPT- data could reht

i.. i 1corrctly cha1 actc zifle earthquake groulnd 111otio11s at the gou nd suLface for tle
pUirjose of oLgi 1 1desigl 3 anld C7ylnallie aaly si. ArababZ Dec I 8, Bartlett &
eatadanTr. at 3 6 3Z2E ajid 3 35 3 6.

BASIS 3:
Part a: Subsurface investigations

17. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 4. See Utah Material Facts
18-22.

18. The Applicant has not performed the density of boring as outlined by
U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.132, Appendix C, "Site Investigations for Foundations
of Nuclear Power Plants". Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 95-96.

19. The Applicant has not considered shear strength anisotropy in the
design of the foundation system. BartlettTr. at 300-308.

20. Discr. al ics iii 3iL .13c1o.ne pejnett ationL test (SGPT9 shear wave
_1oity * ata and *eisii Lfractio _ data have not been rLsjved _i th. 1de1ri*.1ati o -

the dCsign basis grou d motion. Bartlett & OCstada 1Tr. at 316 322, 466, ieeabe PFS's
Dec. 22, 200 letter to rleise design basis rgrou1 d inotIIiI.

21. The Applicant has not performed strain-controlled, cyclic triaxial testing
of the Bonneville Deposits to determine the behavior of these soils under earthquake
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loading at the level of strain anticipated by the Design Basis Earthquake. Bartlett &
OstadanTr. at 451-452, 506.

22. The Applicant has not adequately quantified potential variation in the
undrained shear strength across the PFS site from the laboratory test program. Bartlett
& OstadanTr. at 471-476, 504-506, 512, 550-551. See also Bartlett Dec. ¶ 16.

23. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 5. The information
gathered by PFS as to the site's subsurface conditions is inadequate to support the
design of the facility. Exhibit 9; Bartlett Dec 11 9,10.

24. Uc tv4e 1i regarding shear wave velocity- data and their
appli BiloL to- POtadanTr. at 300 02, Bar tlLtt Dc. ¶ 17.

25. Uncertainty remains regarding the stress-strain behavior of the
Bonneville Deposits at large strain. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 300-01.

26. Uncertainty remains in the potential variation of the undrained shear
strength for the Bonneville Deposits across the PFS site. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at
303-04; Bartlett Dec. ¶ 15

27. Potential shear strength anisotropy in the Bonneville deposits has not
been considered in the design of the foundation system. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 300-
01.

28. The State disputes that PFS's geologic characterization of the site is
"unambiguous." See PFS Material Fact, Basis 3 1 9. See Utah Material Facts II 14-17;
see also Utah Material Facts ¶¶ 2-11.

29. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 12. A grid pattern for
placing borings may be reasonable and may be a common approach for the first phase
of investigations but the State disputes that such a grid pattern implies any adequacy in
the density of sampling. The State disputes the adequacy of spacing borings at 600 feet
apart. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 91-94, 538; Bartlett Dec. 1 9.

30. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 13 that the soil properties
at the PFS facility site are reasonably uniform in the horizontal direction. Even within
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layer 2 of the new soil layering system,' the CPT data suggest significant variation
exists in the CPT tip stress measurements. In addition, the Applicant has made no
geostatistical analysis of this variation to determine an adequate spacing for sampling.
Also, the variation in CPT tip stress has not been used to define potential variability in
the undrained shear strength determined from the laboratory test program.. Bartlett &
OstadanTr. at 471 - 506; Bartlett 11 10, 11.

31. The State also disputes that PFS did not need to establish a denser set of
borings in the pad emplacement area than the one initially provided. PFS Material
Fact Basis 3 ¶ 13. See Utah Material Fact 1 30; Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 91-94; Bartlett
DEc. 1 12.

32. The State agrees that PFS has conducted sampling and testing additional
to that initially conducted but the State disputes that such sampling and testing is
considerable. PFS Material Fact, Basis 3 1 14. See e.g., Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 91-94.

33. The State disputes that PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 17 supports PFS's
soils investigation of the pad emplacement and canister transfer building ("CTB").
Material Fact 1 17 asserts that PFS may conduct some borings in 2001, at an unknown
depth and at unknown spacing in a generalized but non-specific location relating to
non-safety related structures. Data from the proposed future borings, if any, in the
vicinity of non-safety related structures has no relevance to the resolution of existing
issues in the pad emplacement and CTB areas. Bartlett Dec. 1 26.

34. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 19. A depth of thirty feet
may be adequate for shallow foundation over small areas but investigation to a depth
of thirty feet is not adequate for determining the soil properties required for strong
ground motion modeling of the soil column. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 92, 127-28.

35. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 20 to the extent that PFS
relies on published data to incorporate uncertainties into the development of design
parameters used in PFS's analyses of soil-structure interaction. Moreover, PFS is il the
m1_dt oi revisn calations eating to th___ d1i n 1- P.S's a|.aly of _vil1

3 t kIter ptioiI dLu to dicoerd discepacie ii the she.,r wvave veiciy datar.

See Exhibit 9, Bartlett Dec. I 17.

36. While the cone penetrometer testing ("CPT") is useful for determining

2 See e.g., Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 29, 30; Utah L tr. Exh. 53 (SAR, Rev. 8, Fig.
2.6-5).
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soil layering in the upper 35 feet it would have been more a useful if the CPT
soundings were conducted before the borehole drilling, and the laboratory sampling
program were planned after an initial evaluation of the CPT data.. Bartlett &
OstadanTr. at 90-92. The State therefore disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 ¶ 21 to
the extent that the sequencing of PFS's CPT after the borehole drilling and laboratory
sampling program do not allow for investigation of other soil parameters at the site.
Id.

37. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 22. The CPT data has
more use than solely being "confirmatory." It gives information regarding the
variability of key engineering properties in the horizontal and vertical direction. PFS
has not quantified the CPT sounding variability, nor has PFS incorporated the
potential variation suggested by the CPT data in determining engineering properties
for use in foundation stability analyses. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 471-506.

38. While PFS may have accurately characterized the thickness and extent
for the upper 35 feet of soil profile, the composition of the upper 35 feet has not been
fully characterized because CPT data does not directly measure the soil composition; it
is inferred from the data. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3, 1 23 in that soil
composition has not been resolved regarding the degree and nature of the cementation
that PFS says exists in the Bonneville deposits. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 129-30.

39. While there may not be uncertainty regarding the thickness or extent of
various materials in the upper 35 feet, uncertainty still remains regarding the
composition and engineering properties of these materials. PFS Material Facts Basis 3,

24. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 227.

40. The State disputes PFS Material Facts Basis 3, 1 25 in that PFS claims
that "the top 30 feet or so of the profile are the only ones of interest from a
geotechnical standpoint...." Use of the term geotechnical is too broad in this
statement. Deeper sediments (i.e., below 30 feet) are of "geotechnical" interest because
their nature affects the ground response modeling, which is a "geotechnical" issue. The
State disputes that PFS can restrict the geotechnical investigations to only the upper 30
feet. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 92, 107, 127-28, 560.

41. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 ¶ 26. See Utah Material Fact
¶¶39, 40.

42. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 ¶ 28. First, the statement is
not a material fact; it is a legal conclusion. Second, the Applicant has not followed
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Reg. Guide 1.132 "Site Investigations for Foundations of Nuclear Power
Plants" regarding borehole spacing. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 126-127; Bartlett Dec. 1
9. Also, PFS has not performed continuous sampling for each major structure as
recommended by Reg. Guide 1.132 Part C6. Sampling. Id. Third, the State disputes
that the characterization has resolved the following key issues regarding: shearwave
Velocity, shear strength variability, cementation, anisotropy, and degradation of shear
strength due to earthquake cycling. See Utah Material Facts 18-22. Bartlett &
OstadanTr. at 126-28; Bartlett Dec. 1 15.

43. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 29. The SAR does not
discuss the effect of seasonal changes in moisture content of the soils and how changes
in moisture content may affect the undrained shear strength of the soil. Bartlett &
OstadanTr. at 130; Bartlett Dec 1 18.

44. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 31 that there is no
potential for groundwater leaching at the PFS site. For example, some "geochemical"
leaching of calcium carbonate may occur due to rainwater even though the amount of
leaching may not be significant. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 206

45. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 32 that potential weather-
related geochemical effects will be eliminated by the use of soil cement under the pads
and the installation of a surface rainfall collection system. The statement is pure
conjecture and is not supported by any fact or objective evidence. The PFS soil-cement
mat is still in the conceptual stage and there have been no tests or calculations relating
to this concept. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 216-17.

46. The capping of a soil layer does not preclude changes in moisture
content because of capillary action and unsaturated flow of water through a fine-
grained soil. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 216-218; Bartlett Decl. 1 19.

47. The soil-cement may also develop shrinkage cracks and other types of
stress related cracks. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 216-223; Bartlett Dec. 1 22.
Furthermore, the undrained shear strength of unsaturated, fine-grained soils is affected
by changes in the moisture content. Thus, variations in moisture content can change
the undrained shear strength, which is a key design parameter for the PFS foundations.
Id.

48. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 33 and Trudeau Dec. 1 30
as unsupported by any objective fact or analysis. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 220-27.
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49. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 34. Neither the actual
nor "anticipated" properties of the soil cement mat have been adequately described.
The SAR gives typical unconfined compressive strengths for soils treated with cement.
PFS has admitted that it has not considered bending and tensional stresses that will
develop in the soil-cement mat. TrudeauTr. at 147-152. No design values or test
program has been implemented to explore these failure mechanisms and present
strength properties germane to these modes of failure. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 216-
17.

50. The State disputes the relevance to PFS's Motion for Summary
Disposition PFS's assertion that it may test soil cement and develop design
specifications at some future unspecified date. See PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 35. The
State disputes that this assertion offers any support to PFS's subsurface soils
investigation. Bartlett Dec. 1 26.

51. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 ¶ 35. While PFS may
prepare design specification for the construction and testing of the soil-cement at the
construction phase of the project, the State disputes that PFS has demonstrated that the
soil-cement strategy will be sufficient to resist seismic loading. PFS has admitted that
the design is still conceptual. TrudeauTr. at 148. There are design issues that PFS has
not considered, such as the permeability of the soil cement mix, the behavior of the
soil cement on seismic loading and shrinkage and cracking of the soil cement. Bartlett
& OstadanTr. at 216-17; Bartlett Dec. 1 22.

52. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 36 because it contradicts
the statements made by PFS in Basis 3 11 31 and 32. In paragraphs 31 and 32 PFS
precludes changes due to geochemical effects but in paragraph 36 PFS introduces the
idea that some geochemical effects will occur, albeit slowly.

53. The State also disputes 1 36 in that the statement that the geochemical
effects will develop so slowly that they will not impact the facility during its lifetime
implies that one has some measure or knowledge of the rate of change occurring due to
geochemical processes. None of these data has been presented by the Applicant.

54. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 37. While collapse of the
partially cemented soil due to static loading may not be a major issue, the State disputes
that the Applicant has demonstrated that these soils will not undergo a significant
degradation of shear strength during earthquake loading. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at
185-86, 505-506; Bartlett Dec. 11 12, 20, 22.

Part b: Sampling and analysis
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55. PFS's initial sampling and analysis program was woefully deficient.
Bartlett Dec. 1 12; Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 235-39. A significant expansion of a
woefully deficient laboratory test program does not imply that the current program is
sufficient. See also PFS Material Fact Basis 3 ¶ 38.

56. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 43. The depth of bedrock
is important for ground response modeling. Ground response modeling and its output
is required to determine the seismic forces imparted to the foundations; hence the
depth to bedrock is germane for geotechnical design. See Utah Material Fact 1 49.

57. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 44; Layer 1, in which
PFS will place its soil-cement mix is also a concern. The soil cement stabilization
proposed by PFS has not resolved all issues related to Layer 1. See Utah Material Facts
11 49-5 1; Bartlett Dec. 11 22, 23.

58. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 45. The characterization
and stabilization of layer 1 is also important for the structural design of the facility. See
Utah Material Facts ¶ 49-51; Bartlett Dec. I1 22, 23.

59. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 46. The adequacy of the
number of samples is not supported by any geostatistical analysis. Bartlett &
OstadanTr. at 237-240. The determination of adequacy of sampling has been made in
an subjective manner. Id.; Bartlett Dec I 1 9, 10.

60. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 47. While Layer 2 has a
"monotonous' CPT tip resistance trace when compared with the other layers in the
shallow profile, the State disputes that layer 2 is uniform. Significant variation does
appear, even in this layer. See Utah Material Facts 11 30, 31; Bartlett Dec. I 11.

61. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 48. It is sometimes
appropriate to use the "least favorable measured property" for design in conducting an
engineering analyses, but the State disputes that the value selected by PFS actually
represents the lowest value for Layer 2. Layer 2 is the critical layer for sliding failure.
There is no evidence whether the design values that PFS used were upper-bound,
mean, or lower bound values because no formal assessment of variability has been done
by PFS. Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. at 473. Moreover, when PFS's witness Paul Trudeau
eventually admitted what the design values used for Layer 2 represented, he
characterized them as "mean values." TrudeauTr. at 97-98. Thus, PFS did not use
"the least favorable measured properties" for the key layer because PFS only used
"mean values." Bartlett Dec. 1 13.
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62. slle State dispsutes PF M' vaterial F act Basis 3 i 49. sTle State dispztite
that the founcdatioi stresses of th. cask storage Fads 3will be distlibUted over a "large
Shil volumnc." PFS' statLerelnt in 49 ass9m.es that the cask st aragc Fads anid soil
Ccintet mat will beh4lv aS a r 1ntcE,1al unit dur iiig earthquake iiiotio.n. This has nCot
beeni demonstrated b7y PS ald I4lt al beh4avio (no crack ng) rniy- not be t1 tc. PFS

has not Lcnmidere the iIpacts oivericXally- propaatn 5 ea~s and the bLlduing all"

toisionial stress indticud by such Waves in thC 3 oielwnlilt s tat. Tradea4 Tr. at 147.
These bending and torsional stlrLsses LLa7 be large eCough to erack and fr aetut a novl-
i eiforeed soil cemn11t mat and the mat will no~t belave a. an inltegral unit. Bait tet &

OstsdanTr. at 217, 222, Bartlett Dec. 1 22.

63. PFS ha not considlecd the possibility of tenJsio n caki1g foraning in
tfL soil-cemnt mat du to dry ing, and other nim . i~1tl factors (.., fie t thaw)-.

_|_ . a t1 J 2n nl1 Dec. t 23

64. If thc soil etn.1enLt ijiat a acks pir tO tthe seismic evnt Or fiacttre

oCurm darisg ear thMUakc miiotio, thcen the shat4 str es mobilizCd iir the foundatiojn Vilv

l.Ot be over a "large area, btt mmiay be restrited tO a mIor localitd arCa, that is

aely, the it ef JiiL StOI age ad. B tBltt Dcc. 1 22.

65. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 Basis 3 Par. 50. See Utah
Material Facts 11 28-34. See also Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 179-80.

66. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 51. PFS's statement it is
"conservatively using Layer 2 parameters to represent those for the entire top 30 feet of
the profile" is unsupported because PFS must specify the parameter before the degree
of conservatism or unconservatism can be determined.

67. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 54. The State disputes
that PFS has resolved accounting for the anticipated loading and duration of loading.
Moreover, PFS has not conducted strain-controlled cyclic triaxial testing to explore the
possibility of shear strength degradation. Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. at 537.

68. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 59 in that, of the listed
items in 1 59, only grain-size, water content, and Atterberg limits are parameters or
properties; the remainder of the listed items are soil tests, and are not parameters.

69. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 60 to the extent that PFS
asserts that resonant column tests are a form of strain-controlled cyclic triaxial tests.
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The two test apparatuses can be significantly different. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 302;
Bartlett Dec. 1 27.

70. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 61, which is a conclusory
statement that no "tests were needed beyond those carried out by PFS." For example,
PFS needs to conduct strain-controlled cyclic triaxial testing, as well as triaxial
extension tests, which PFS has not performed. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 100-101, 105,
451-452, 506.

71. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 Basis 3 Par. 62. PFS has
not established the large-strain behavior of the Bonneville Clay. One such test to
establish such behavior is strain-controlled cyclic triaxial testing, which PFS has not
performed. See Utah Material Facts ¶ 70.

72. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 ¶ 63. A percentage of the
design value of the undrained shear strength will be mobilized by the free-field ground
motion. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 15-86. The degree of mobilization has not been
estimated by PFS, nor has been accounted for in the seismic design of the foundation.
TrudeauTr. at 135-136. Furthce, the design basis fre- field grou1 d llotioX is being
leViCld by PFS (Exhibit 9), thus, PFS's statem.ncnt is inconclusive a 1nd Cannot be
resolved uni reXtise cW1b alculationsa liFPt eb tet w dbassig b~aol ~sisX1 freV fil saxi

mc~tiC~n prs allcsc 1 . Ba rtltt Dcc. 1 17.

73. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 69. Notwithstanding that
PFS intends to use soil cement and install some type of surface water runoff collection
system, and the facility may be located in semi-arid environment, over time changes in
water content of the partially saturated, fine-grained foundation soils are still possible
Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 206-07; see also Utah Material Facts 1 45-47. PFS has not
analyzed the effects of changes in the moisture content caused by capillary action,
unsaturated flow, or the permeability or potential for cracking of the soil-cement mix.
Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 206-07, 216-17. The moisture content of the foundation
soils, especially Layer 2, is critical because if the moisture content increases , the clays
in Layer 2 may be susceptible to decrease in shear strength. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at
227; Bartlett 1 19.

74. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 71. A carefully designed
laboratory testing program should also anticipate potential changes in "field
conditions" with time. The moisture content of the foundation soils can change with
time, even with a soil-cement mat placed over the pad emplacement area. See Bartlett
& OstadanTr. at 129-130, 213-223; Bartlett 1 19. Changes in water content will occur
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with time, which in turn may affect the undrained shear strength of the clayey soils.
Thus, the State disputes that it is sufficient for PFS to determine only the undrained
shear strength for the foundation soils at the time of drilling; PFS must also anticipate
potential changes in the moisture content and verify that changes in the moisture
content do not significantly affect the undrained shear strength. PFS has not
performed a laboratory test program that defines the correlation between undrained
shear strength and moisture content. Bartlett 1 18.

75. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 ¶ 76. Utah Material Fact II
18-27.

76. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 86. PFS has not
C Iat 1iy ilnteLrLrteLd the ahear Wave velocityc data. See Utah Material Fact 1 78.

In addition, PFS has not considered the potential variability in the undrained shear
strength in the design of the facility. Utah Material Fact 1 37.. Furthermore, PFS has
not adequately defined the role of cementation in affecting the undrained shear
strength of the soil. Utah Material Fact 1 38; Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 128-130.
Moreover, PFS has not considered soil anisotropy. Bartlett & OstadanTr. at 300-302;
Bartlett Dec. 1 15. Nor has PFS demonstrated that degradation of shear strength will
not occur at the strain levels anticipated for the design basis ground motion. Utah
Material Fact 1 54.

77. The State disputes PFS Material Fact Basis 3 1 86. Il the latest revision
4f the SALR, PFS inluded a s hear key oneft ceep al ouncd the CGanister Bildling to
imlpr ove the shear rei s~aaxtaal shlidng. ill PFS's Irevised calettlation, it is shlown
that the facto. of saftty s loY s 1.1. CalctlatioX No. 05996 02 GC() 13 Stbility
* i tasucs of ebe Canister -T-anscft Butilding Supportedr onf z Afat Foundations, Rev. 3, Stonle
S WebsteL (6/19/00) at 13. This inadCeqUate Calculatiot relies on thie ev
behXid the e foo shear key, to deveCl the resisting forces agaXint slidin. The staft
d;3sptes that the passive sil ad it t nder the ea have been considered ill the
stability analysis of the building and design of the 1 1nat. O5taqdan Dec. 1 28. See ado
Bartlett t 17-.

78. Other inLfomation contain il the SAR and suppozig documLIets hawe
nolt been1 cJII3LI V tivel1 1 1 1 ' JI ~~ to detet mineX the design p14r IJ.etLIr. For exrn4IIl,n

the AiFplicat 1.AJICd cd a el av velocity of 750 ft/see for the I iolocenc foLmation
i. older to develop the 2000 y-ear lll-tion. The Applicant's ieccnt subsurfac
II VLtI54tIII U1.131116 3Le31iC cone cliete ation) test (SGCPT") ha 3s shown a low veloci
prfile ill the upper 10 ft as having a velocity of approximl ately 540 ft/'c (SAR FiguLe
2.628). In light o the IICwV and rfiLnel SCPT data for She shallow sil laea 3, the State
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disFutes that PUS muay Disc the desi61i 11 utiv at the top Of the layae wvith a Velocity of
540 ft/Le. (i.e., at the. sunface of thel 6lVjl 1 d) (Glciclation INo. 05996.02 -(P918) 2, Soil

andfou4lda.Wo, pAs&etlC, 1sfe- dy1=Ji4C soil St&mLeur i4bLte ac'; Wtaiysc, for 2000 .,
,cd eaign grotyd inotionLs, Georatr ix CGnsultants (lAug. 10, 1999)). See PFS

MatI al Facts ¶1 86, 95 96. The State also disputes that PFS ha3 spefied the design
M060n~1 at tL.. tO, Of thC. 750 ft/aeC. l7C. in the. dyniamiii aiialy1 3L of thre foundatioll.

wxnritah th asasal~uniptionttseli thes dIevelopmentl ofk the1 &SirIL0601. Ba. det
' OstadlanTr. at 316C20, Ostadari Dce. 1 9.

79. The State disputes PFS Material Facts Basis 3 1 88 and Trudeau Dec. ¶
63. The Applicant has not complied with NUREG-0800, SRP S 3.7.1, Seismic Design
Parameters. In accordance with the SRP the variation in dynamic properties must be
recognized in the design. To capture the variation and scattering of the data, the
Applicant may change the soil shear modulus by a factor of two. In this case the
Applicant has varied the sheer modulus by a factor of one and a half. Bartlett &
OstadanTr. at 128-29; Ostadan Dec. 1 14.

80. The State disputes PFS Material Facts Basis 3 11 94 and 95 to the extent
that the mere performance of additional tests suggests that the number of tests are
sufficient, or that PFS's test data are accurate or adequate or have been accurately
applied. Bartlett Dec. 11 9,10.

81. The State disputes PFS Material Facts Basis 3 1 96. Exhibit 9. See Utah
Material Facts above. The statements is 1 96 are mere conclusions.

Contention Utah L

82. The State disputes that PFS has satisfied the concerns raised by the State
in Basis 3 of Contention Utah L. See Utah Material Facts 11 83-98.

83. The State disputes that the Applicant has conducted site specific
investigation and laboratory analyses that show that soil conditions are adequate for
the proposed foundation loading. Utah L at 85.

84. PFS segm1. 1eted its gCoteChliCal anlalysi3 an8 dLeignI b7y ValiOU

dtiicilincs, by COilg 5v, PFS has failed LO iitigldtt 1t3 VaiiOd5 i213-1tigati i
allalyLa sntc a w L..iit~iit ald 1u.ifiekd desig pFakag5C. O5tadai De c 8.

85. The States disputes that PFS's analyses are adequate to accurately model
the expected behavior of the soil foundation under static and dynamic loading. Utah L
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at 85. PFS, for exam1le, has l.ot adectuately or accauately evaluated the effects of cold
bonlidilg, Rfing, or rinJXi -w a so the expected behavior of the soil foundatio tnicdef
Stdt;C anid d7y-a i. ioading. sce c.g., stadad a Dec. ¶11 7, 19, 22, Bartiett 11

86. The States disputes that PFS has co1 ducted adeuate Or comliplete
1 1 1 3t)LltlnS tO deter"1111re the 5Fr ties oi the cvaouos Imatrials undLelyirig the e,
espeeially- wvth respLect to the seils AC * Oi of stl 3 tiuLttLes iIImporjtaIt to safcty.
Utah L at 86. e e.g., Balettt ¶ 20 722. -Nor has the scope of PFS's investigation been
sufficient with respect to the degradation of soil strength, the characterizations of soils
at depth, or the correlations of the seismic refraction data with the SCPT data. Utah L
at 86. See e.g., Bartlett 1 17.

87. PFS initially eollccted ssic. .refraction. data whiclh uggested the sher
waevlocities inte tL pyFrI1t soil profile to be appr oxmate!y75 LXE)fet Fer seLonA

(ft/snc. Late.- arid n~o~e 1e~al<1 SCPT data shosv the shleaI vypyc velocitis to 6c 540
ft/see, thus contr adiCtig the seismic rf. actiOn data. The SCPT data denllIltI atr3

that t*l tFCIII'VSt So"I laye is a soft thin lay-Lr. PFS usd thL T data S eta-
calculationl of the soil t ibe soil properties but it has failed to use the SCGT
to _ese developmet _the design basis . r .Ld - *otioji. Ostadan Dec. at ¶¶ 9 12.

P8. The State disputes that PFS has suffcinc.t . levant test data to sUtpport
the seletion o design Fa a-aIIete"3 Utah aL at 86. BecausL the evelFInllnt of tit
dcignI basi5 gr nUd motivli dfi lOt Icgizc the soft thin utippr soil lay- e, PFS'S

.,ginl.Cl J havL PIajJJ9  iately intr olducLd the designr notiojn at the 5Ur faeL ilstead Aof
below thl 3 UI fLL tof f a coLmpteLt soil layce. OEstadan Dec. at 11 10-11.

89. The State disputes that PFS has obtained representative undisturbed
samples of each of the site soils to determine the soils dynamic properties, especially
with respect to soil degradation curves. Utah L at 87. Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. at 99-
101.

90. The State disputes that PFS has accurately or adequately characterized
the basis for the selection of samples or conducted relevant tests to determine the soil's
physical characteristics due to anticipated loading or the duration of loading during a
seismic event. Utah L at 87. in particular, I loltee's axialyi i, the pad cask 3ystm and
inivalicd a5sstiptionis that I loltee relied upon c. eate siglnificarlt Utin solved safcty
Conscel its. Designs ancl stability. of the founldatioll and the 5U^I3 t 5lsi! systeml arec
iunctionrs of the dynalnic forces that wVill be impIFartld to th... Thu3, I Ioltec's analysil
is iijOl tait bLcaULI ioltcL's caleulation ge..er ates thl sLi3siC loads that would bcw

acti 6g on tiLe Pad and tiLe Soil SYy ttln. OStadi Dec. ¶¶ 2C 21. See ss1v Bartlett 1 18.
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91. Th I Ivltee Caletlati O.., Afu2lt CG4k Respome at tJhc PFS ISFtS/Ifun 23 00
y-ea Seismic (nIl1tee Iiiternati .oal) (Aur. 20, 1999) cLcates nu .,ots anld

significant conersI that affect t1he etnire design package. Fist, 1lolt. placed the. Ii
mcotion n the wronglo catXion wvhen it o1dUticde its dy naric a11ali o J the cask ~ar
the pad. Ostada1 n Dec 1 22. Second, Hevltc. assu111 d that a Wovld aIr1 ve
at the fou~ndation1 sttiui -verically, anld faikd to takhe int c, ouint tha r aves

tt an angle w hichwould W aUs larger rokiXng and to nal V ibrvationi tha;
IYvTc medllC. Id. Third, I ioltee's nonllinear anlalysis inlappropriately, reliedl ons Om
set of time hisvla i ad of at least th1 ee. Id. ¶1 16 an1d 22. Fotith, *vltw lol failed-t
aculit f f1V 1tbew depenidency of soi VsI i 1ng and dampingXi 6 LeffiLiints foi thre

pads. OEstadai Dec 1 22. Finally, H loltee used the invahd alid that thLe storav
pad would act a a r4iid tilat Wh e 1, iXj fact, other PF Cleutlativii3 -he W thL Fad will be
flxibke. id Thus, the State disputes that PFS has dernonlsti ated the Lapability7 of the

Soil3 h ys1 aalhai artaL ,ti! tw w ithstan1d aiticipated loadin6 or the dur atio 0

loadin6 dirg 5 a eCiSiiinC LVylst. BanlLtt ¶ 21.

92. The State disputes that PFS has shown that the static and dynamic
engineering properties of the soils were properly determined and that reasonable and
conservative values were used in the design. Utah L at 89. See Utah Material Fact 1 91.
I toltec has a bold de4lsi that has nl redutndanlLy built int, it. H lteec a3qssmneS that the

cask and pad will slide in a con1trolled ijianrici during a large earthsqake ard that this
will iLdULL the sisii loads on t1 L ilad and soils below. 1 Becae there o
i-Unldiarly in H Ilte 3 vxpected d4 the failu L of the casks to slide will iimipait
foLes 61eat..- thari atiti.ated to the Fad, the soil _tLauture and the '1 __ .tI 1 1 __ Tlt e

f.r example, has3 nt cssidereLd thL effLct3s of 1od boniding where ovLr tfiLe l *vJ
dlefot niatiuji antdi redistribution~ of stresses., lila7 o'cur and creLate a boiid 6et weeni the
cask anid the pad. Oestadai Dcc. 1 26. See aho Bar tlett 1 21.

93. The State disputes that PFS has explained how the developed data were
used in the design analysis, how the test data were enveloped for design, and why the
design envelope is conservative. Utah L at 89. PFt used thewrong faaLt

Lttati 6 tefuuilidationi loading6 stability ainalysis and the3 inLttL t ~3UiFtIuiis
iiia y ILtcuitr the use of a deLsigi value clos e tO iri LALc33 of 1 g. OEstadal Dcc. q 27.
Se o BarItltt ¶12 , 25-.

94. The PFS site is one of seismic complexity. Thl Statc distutts that Prs
has adLquately lo aCCUI ately a3 sLseLd pOtelitial ear thquakes and rsLultinig g pUu

_ cially wth repect to ilii a v _ a ati n P hasiln of tile ti

hi~tl iCS arid "fqing., Utah L at 90. pFS iiLwi ttly assunind that FI vavgzirib
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lVIIl an earthquakl v ld WVUv1 , vertic.allyT but failed to Wcon1sider thta waves WVUlI

a 1 iiVC at a nl a eb. Ostadaii Dcc. 1 22. Nor has PFS UsCd a Sufficiellt numbeL vf timc
hisoris111 in its nonlineai anal7313 of the easks o'n thL pad, to take into aCCOUit tne

1ti ty vf thC nnlinCal- analy7 aiS tv yha6ing. Ostftdan Pej . 1 18. in a2dditivll, PFS
has iginore.d the effects o "flint" (,.., a lage ptUse of cnf igy delLveread in a short burst .

If. 1 17. PFS's failtl tO aIctu ately vadl.oeutately assess thcse cfLffts ;i1 it s anlalysis vf
$oi3, soi 1 uStul t Vr de 1g 1n basis has ct 3s saftcty implications because th, fir Ces and
tLhe fref eey of those foree .. ii be ge' ater or different thait those anticipated by

PF's a-aI7i41

95. PFS has illad~equatL17~ fta17-ei~d thL _vgtu iii f the canis~ter t! alntfe.

the effect o Cupling b-troeen tw, hoitental a'tm d 7 mSicnrretl7 as3uiin1g

the mass c U te- of the building tol be at the centin- l a tadan Del. ¶ 29.
ThLle omissions3 andl iadecuafcic in thLr anistLr transfcr buiodinG of ;L atibn NO
0'996-02 C(B) 13 (Stabilitey ii oft/,c e Gaister T3;Sanfer Bni/Hi;,g Supported On Z Mat
Foundation, Rcv. 3, StonC & Webstel ffurt 19, 2000) do not support PFS's ;lxlS in
thC SAR that Galtitlation No. GX) 13 detcrmined thc C4h tO be stable with resieet tO

OVCltUl in dJuL tO static and dyllaliLC Lad cllnditiOnis SAR at 4.7-8c (Rev. 17). NoL
d , Casulatio No. G) 13 dentsti ate vwhy thL deslgn nvelopL 3III Vae-Lo ri

whethell PFS COlIeCtly 2alIied thc develOPed data ;11 its delign aI73lyliS. Otacdanl Dcc

96. The State disputes that PFS has made an attempt to compare the site
specific data with the published data. For example, PFS has not conducted strain
controlled cyclic triaxial tests to determine the large strain shear modulus and damping
values for the Bonneville Clay. Bartlett Dec. 1 28. Utah L at 90-91

97. The State disputes that PFS has made an attempt to compare the site
specific data with the published data. For example, PFS has not conducted cyclic
strain-controlled triaxial tests to determine the large strain shear modulus and damping
values for the Bonneville Clay. Utah L at 90-91 Bartlett Dec. 1 14.

98. The tests conducted to date by PFS do not allow a reviewer to make a
reasonable judgment about how the soil will perform under anticipated static and
dynamic loading of the short and long term conditions. Utah L at 92. Ostadan Dec.;
Bartlett Dec.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)
In the Matter of: ) Docket No. 72-22-ISFSI

)
PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE, LLC ) ASLBP No. 97-732-02-ISFSI
(Independent Spent Fuel )
Storage Installation) ) January 30, 2001

DECLARATION OF DR. WALTER J. ARABASZ

I, Dr. Walter J. Arabasz, declare under penalty of perjury and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 5
1746, that:

1. I am Research Professor of Geology and Geophysics and Director, University
of Utah Seismograph Stations, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah. I have
30 years professional experience in scientific research, occasional teaching,
consulting, and publishing articles in observational seismology, seismotectonics,
and earthquake hazard analysis with a primary focus on Utah and the
Intermountain West. Since 1977 I have routinely provided professional
consulting services on earthquake hazard evaluations for dams, nuclear facilities,
and other critical structures. During the past decade I have had major
involvement in assessing vibratory and fault-displacement hazards for the high-
level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, including peer review,
review of technical reports, and serving on expert teams for seismic source
characterization for probabilistic hazard analyses. My service on numerous
national and state advisory boards and panels has included - relevant to this
filing - serving on the National Research Council's Panel on Seismic Hazard
Evaluation (1992-96), the Utah Seismic Safety Commission (currently as chair)
since 1994, and numerous panels and work groups under the National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program since the early 1980s. My curriculum
vitae, was submitted as Exhibit A to my January 26, 2000 Declaration and gives
greater detail about my professional qualifications, experience and publications.

2. I was designated one of the State's testifying expert with respect to Contention
L, Basis 2, on June 28, 1999. I have reviewed the Applicant's SAR sections, and



updates thereof, relating to its earthquake hazards investigation of the proposed
site, and relevant calculations, reports, and other documents prepared by the
Applicant or its contractors and submitted to the NRC or produced to the State
in discovery. I have participated in answering the Applicant's discovery to the
State as well as assisted in the preparation of discovery for the State directed to
the Applicant. I am also familiar with NRC regulations, Rulemaking Plan to
amend Part 72, guidance documents, the methodologies for earthquake hazard
evaluation and new developments pertaining to the latter.

3. I have reviewed the NRC Staff's preliminary and final Safety Evaluation Report
("SER") for the PFS facility, dated December 15, 1999 and September 29, 2000
respectively, as well as the Staff's Position on Utah L (April 28, 2000).

4. I assisted in the preparation of the State of Utah's Request for Admission of
Late-Filed Modification to Basis 2 of Utah Contention L, filed on January 26,
2000 and the State's November 9, 2000 Request for Admission of Late-filed
Modification to Basis 2 of Utah Contention L.

5. I was deposed by Private Fuel Storage ("PFS") on October 18, 2000. I was
present at the State's deposition of PFS's seismic hazards witnesses, Drs. Kevin
J. Coppersmith and Robert R. Youngs, held on October 19, 2000.

6. I have reviewed portions of PFS's Motion for Summary Disposition for Utah
Contention L (December 30, 2000), its Statement of Material Facts on Which
No Genuine Dispute Exist, and attachments that are relevant to Contention L,
Basis 2, as well as the State's response thereto. I provide this declaration in
support of the State Response to PFS's Motion with respect to Contention L,
Basis 2.

7. In previous submissions to the NRC, I have stated that PFS has not conducted a
fully deterministic seismic hazard analysis ("DSHA") as required by 10 CFR 5
72.102(f)(1) and, by reference, 10 CFR 100 Appendix A. See e.g., State of Utah's
Objections and Response to Applicant's Second Set of Discovery Requests
With Respect to Groups II and Iml Contentions at 33-38 (June 28, 1999); see also
Exhibit 11, Arabasz Tr. at 46-49. The MARC Staff has acknowledged that the
DSIIA pecrformecd by CG.eoIatlix Consultants, iLn. and repopted il the 199'
SAR and their updated DSI IA leFtolec ill April 1999 "did not leeet the
date111Milist1c nLcuili ts il 10 CFR 100 APpendix A." NRC Staff's
o1;c*t;R 3 ensponsces to the "State 0f Utah's Sixth Set of Discey
Reuet_ DieXte_ to the NRC Staff (Urtah CLnt _ntion L " feb1 rtiL. 14, 2000)
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R~leS11.C to Rcquests foL Admissions 1 anid 2 at 7 8. The iiieflteo a valid
DS! IA, other than1 bei.g required by tirCrlet NRC rcgulations, that it
e3 tabl:hCS a bellllnlal-lm k to wh'h "Jts Of al F'Y val FOb b 'L - e i Lhzara
ana^lysis ("PS!A") can correctly be corn1 alcd. If the DS!HA Lesults 1Jortcd by
PFS did n orilt metNRC e_ ULIellt 3, thenI the' Cannollt vIUdiY be WeolFfared te
PFS's PS! IA r eSt 3tS, such as dv 1e for the NRC Staff by, Stam114takos et A., te
_ a1 _th L of thL PSI IA 1es.lts.

8. in dLCVel 6piig Site grotin1 d motionI 4ac 3 Lttstmet fa4 tors for the de 1sig basis o~tt1
.lotionX Geornotrix clid Itot accotint fOr scismlc COllC pentratltiOns test (SGPCT")
d 4t o.btauiVd in 1999 whlih sw tha4t the avtage sha r wave J velocity in thim
pperm1ost 10 feet of the -soil profile under ly-ing the PS7 site is about 540 fee

Fer Second. SAR (RLv. 9 at 2.6-30 and F1-rUI 2.6-28. it was oinly aftedr tlly
depoition that thesc data were brotglht tO 1y, atten1tion. The si Frofile utse
i1nLtd 7 by, 1ratr:i v in which the average er-a veloaty, dthe

toplilost l 7 cl- (45 feet thick) is 750 feet pIe second, with a range fi-om about 700
tO 790 feet per second. GCeo1 1 triX Report (February 1999) at F 8 a11d Figire F
4. The lattdc soil profile vas based ol-er re 3 solution she1 rwa v vel1C
infif~ msation from1l S;sciami Ieft actionsl t11v'eys reCpOIrted by- Gcosphere . r~lsvs

1997. Falm e to cot retly account for the11 1 r 4atei al propertiesof the u-1pInos
soil layer wvould affIct the oLtitLLe of tJl e gL i ouLL moLtioLn an7alysis, 1 L641 dless 0f
VW hethet the anaIylsi3 sdlterminitic opro 4babilisL. PFS may4 b re aC IC-7;1in
this issue but to date they have not done so. See PS's lettel to the NRC dcate
DBcember 22, 2000 ("PFS Dec. 22, 2000 lettrl "), stbr 1itted to the Atomic Safety
al LLl 1cesing Boardon DlcemlbLe 28, 2000, by, PFS's counsel, Jay E. Silbg.-
Because ea. thqutake roulnd msotio 1 must bi CXpl pessd in a way that Can- be

towvv wL16 iviiSald>73 11er16 414733 h 3
L:31u: llyu 111 uL v iwultI J iIItiI Iiiay ravL

to be sLecified at an atosv: 4at y~iit i the soil profile benLath the site rathel
than1 at the groti 1d sUtrface. NUREC 0800 S 3.7.1(I)(1). I defer tO the State'3
expert Dr. 03 tada4 n fr a mote LoIIIFletL dscusoln of the IlirLFdlI 3a ollf thllu.
133LL. Se 03sta~dal Dec.

Dr. Walter J. Arabasz

January 30, 2001
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of: ) Docket No. 72-22-ISFSI
)

PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE, LLC ) ASLBP No. 97-732-02-ISFSI
(Independent Spent Fuel )

Storage Installation) ) January 30, 2001

DECLARATION OF DR. STEVEN F. BARTLETT

I, Dr. Steven F. Bartlett, hereby declare under penalty of perjury and pursuant to
28 U.S.C. § 1746, that:

I1. I am an Assistant Professor in the Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department of the University of Utah, where I teach undergraduate and graduate
courses in geotechnical engineering and conduct research. I hold a B.S. degree in
Geology from Brigham Young University and a Ph.D. in Civil Engineering from
Brigham Young University. I am a licensed profession engineer in the State of
Utah.

2. Prior to this University of Utah faculty position, I worked for the Utah
Department of Transportation ("UDOT") as a research project manager and have
held a number of other positions with UDOT and other employers where I have
applied my expertise in geotechnical engineering, earthquake engineering,
geoenvironmental engineering, applied statistics, and project management. My
curriculum vitae was submitted in this proceeding with the State's Objections and
Response to Applicant's Second Set of Discovery Requests with respect to Groups
II and III Contentions (June 28, 1999). My updated curriculum vitae is attached
hereto.

3. I have also worked as a consulting engineer for 1996-1996 for Woodward-Clyde
Consultants in Salt Lake City, mainly as a geotechnical designer for the I- 15
Reconstruction Project.

4. Prior to my position at Woodward-Clyde Consultants, I worked from 1991-1995
for Department of Energy's ("DOE") contractor, Westinghouse, at the DOE
Savannah River Site ("SRS"), near Aiken, South Carolina. I was Westinghouse's



principal geotechnical investigator on a multi-disciplinary team overseeing the
seismic qualification of the ITP/H-Area high-level radioactive waste storage tank
farm for the SRS; the principal geotechnical investigator reviewing the Safety
Analysis Report ("SAR") for the seismic qualification of Defense Waste
Processing Facility ("DWPF"), which is a high-level radioactive waste
vitrification and storage facility at the SRS, and the project manager for the design
of a hazardous waste landfill closure at the SRS. I used NRC regulatory guidance
documents for my review of these projects.

5. I was designated as one of the State's testifying expert for this proceeding on June
28, 1999. I have reviewed the Applicant's SAR sections, and updates thereof,
relating to its geotechnical investigation of the proposed site, and relevant
calculations, reports, and other documents prepared by the Applicant or its
contractors and submitted to the NRC or produced to the State in discovery. I
have participated in answering the Applicant's discovery to the State as well as
assisted in the preparation of discovery for the State directed to the Applicant. I
am familiar with and have applied NRC regulations and guidance documents as
they relate to geotechnical review.

6. I was deposed individually and as a panel member with Dr. Farhang Ostadan by
Private Fuel Storage ("PFS") on November 16 and 17, 2000. I was present at the
State's deposition of PFS's geotechnical witnesses, Drs. Paul J. Trudeau and
Thomas Y. Chang, held on November 14, 2000.

7. I have reviewed PFS's Motion for Summary Disposition for Utah Contention L
(December 30, 2000), its Statement of Material Facts on Which No Genuine
Dispute Exist, and all attachments thereto. I provide this declaration in support of
the State of Utah's Response the PFS's Motion for Summary Disposition. The
following statements in this declaration are based on my experience, training, and
best professional judgment.

8. I have reviewed the State's Statement of Disputed and Relevant Material Facts
(January 30, 2001), which includes citations to my deposition testimony. The
opinions expressed in my deposition remain the same, and indeed, have been
rinf3r_:d due to PFS's deision that it must perform Aditional gee:hnieal
characterization which PFS states results from the need to include data it had
pr.vi.usly faied to incrprat_. _ e PF_'s letter to the NRC dated Dezem_ A 22,
2000, submitted to the Atomic Safety fnd Licensing Board on Deeember 28,
2000, by PFS's ceunsel, Jay E. Silberg. In addition to this declaration, the
transcript of my deposition describes the concerns I still have with PFS's soils and
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subsurface investigation.

9. PFS has not performed the density of spacing as outlined in NRC Regulation
Guide 1.132, "Site Investigations for Foundations of Nuclear Power Plants," for
the pad emplacement area. Nor has PFS performed continuous sampling for each
major structure as recommended by Reg. Guide 1.132 Part C6. Sampling. See
Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. at 92, 107, 127-28, 560.

10. PFS has not considered the potential spatial variation of soil properties (e.g., shear
wave velocity, undrained shear strength) in a systematic way in its field
investigations and design calculations. Because uncertainty has not been treated
in a statistical manner, it is not possible to determine the reliability of the
foundation system to earthquake loading. See Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. at 237-39.

11. The foundation stability calculations have not accounted for the potential
variation of shear strength properties across the pad emplacement area. Cone
penetrometer tip stress values have been taken across the PFS site that suggest
spatial variation (both vertical and horizontal); however, no statistical assessment
of the impact of this variation has been made on the factor of safety. See Bartlett
& Ostadan Tr. at 240-52.

12. PFS has based the seismic design of the foundation systems for the pad
emplacement area on very limited laboratory testing from one borehole. The
applicant has not demonstrated that this single datum is representative of the
foundation soil for the entire pad emplacement area. Such extreme under-
sampling may be subject to bias and could potentially lead to overestimation of
shear strength capacity available to resist earthquake forces. See Bartlett &
Ostadan Tr. at 235-39.

13. The calculation for seismic sliding of the pads, Stability Analyses of Storage
Pads, Cal No G(B)04 (Rev 6), Stone & Webster, uses an direct shear undrained
shear strength value of 2.1 ksf obtained from borehole C-2. This undrained shear
strength is described as a "lower bound estimate"of the undrained shear strength
due to seismic loading. However, direct shear test results for this same layer
underneath the Canister Transfer Building show an undrained shear strength of
1.75 ksf at a normal stress of 2.0 ksf. (2.0 ksf is the approximate vertical stress at
the base of the cask storage pads.). Thus, 2.1 ksf does not represent a "lower
bound estimate" of undrained shear strength for this critical layer and a potentially
unconservative shear strength has been used in the design of the pads.

3



14. PFS has not compared the reasonableness of the undrained shear strength values
obtained from the laboratory test program with correlations that are common in
the geotechnical literature and commonly used in engineering practice.

15. PFS has not considered shear strength anistropy, which is common in these
sediments, in determining foundation stability. See Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. at 186.

16. Properties of critical foundation layers should not be averaged with properties
from other dissimilar layers. For example, Calculation 05996.02, G(B) No. 5-2,
Rev. 2, Tables 2 and 3 average the soil properties for in the upper 30 feet of the
profile. These averages are misleading because they include materials of
dissimilar types.

17. th devekopment of the design bais ground motion did not eattsider t__ shear
wave velocity data obtained from the sism ie penctrometcr. Bcecas these
data have not been used, it is not possible to determine if the corrcet earthuake
loafding has been properly determined fo-r the founmdationt soils. See Bwrtlcu &
Ostadan Tr. at 127. PFS has decided to rccevaluatc its design basis ground
mtVin. SCe Extibit 9 All ealeulations that use the design basis groted motion as
an input to the dynamic loading analyses will be affceted by the revision and will
need to be rc analyzed. For example, the change in design basis ground motion
will affeet the following caleultions- tI rccwed as part of my cVy tio oV
PFS's soils investigation and analysis: Stability Analyscs of Storagc Pads,
Caletulation No G (B)_4 and Stability An.alyses of the Canister Transfer Building
Supported on a Mat Foundation, Calculation No C(B))13.

18. PFS has not considered potential moisture content changes in the foundation soils
with time and how these changes may affect the undrained shear strength used in
design of the foundation systems. Unsaturated, fine-grained soils can derive a
significant portion of their cohesion (i.e., undrained shear strength) from matrix
suction (i.e., negative pore pressure) that forms in the soil due to partial saturation.
Thus, the undrained shear strength of an unsaturated, fine-grained soil can be
sensitive to changes in moisture content. PFS has not assessed how potential
moisture content changes and the subsequent shear strength changes may impact
the seismic design of the foundations. See Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. at 216-18.

19. The soil-cement strategy will not preclude changes in moisture content with time
in the untreated native soils immediately below the pad foundations. The
geotechnical literature discusses cases of change in moisture content in a
foundation soil, even after it has been capped by a relatively impermeable barrier.
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For example, Holtz and Kovacs (1981) discuss this effect:

A common occurrence is that a pavement or building is constructed when
the top soil layer is relatively dry. The structure covering the soil prevents
further evaporation from occurring and the soils increase in water content
due to capillarity; then the soil may swell.

An Introduction to Geotechnical Engineer, p. 186, Robert D. Holtz, and William
D. Kovacs, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1981.

It is not my opinion that the soils at the PFS site are susceptible to swell.
However, the important point from this statement is the capping of a soil layer
does not preclude changes in moisture content because of capillary action and
unsaturated flow of water through a fine-grained soil. Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. at
216-218.

20. Foundation stability calculations, Calculation No C(B)04, assumc that the
mx imum incrtial forcc trnsmi ttcd to thc foundation systcm and soils canot
ceeced thc friction forec betwcen thc bottom of thc cask and thc top of thc
concrctc pad. Bascd on an assumcd uppcr limit of the effieient of sliding
friction of 0.8, thc maximum incrtial forec transmitted to thc foundation system
has bccn limitcd in thc dcsign of thc foundation to 0.8 timcs thc combination ot
thc static and dynamic normal forecs. This assumption may not reprcsent thc
upper bound for dynamic loading and incrtial forecs may larger than thosc used

21. in thc sliding analyscs for thc pad foundations, PFS has not considcrcd thc
following items which could lcad to higher dynamic loadings to thc foundation
soils than was used in thc calculations: (a) thc potential for cold bonding betwcen
thc casks and thc concrctc pad; (b) thc flexibility ofVthc eoncrctc pad durIng
carthquakc motion; (c) thc affcet that rocking has on conecntrating thc strcss and
potcntially prohibiting sliding; (d) rocking coming from non vcrticalily
propagating surfacc waves; (c) and other cnvironmcetal changes that might
changc thc aGssmcd uppcr limit of thc cocfficicnt of sliding. See Ostadan Dcc.
1 W22- Bi D* & sttedefrTr_. at 737r 374.

22. PFS statcs that thc factor of safity against sliding of thc pad foundationt with in
thc soil ccmcnt trcated soil is abovc 1.1 when thc unconfined comprcssivc
strcngth of thc soil cmcnt is abovc 125 psi. Ilowcvcr, PFS's preposcd d
assumes that thc soil cemcnt mat is placed in comprcssion only in thc horizontal
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direetion and that the soil eernent mat will behave as an integral mAt during Oth
effrttgake and trftnsfcr seismie indueed shear strcsc ovr rge areca. PFS has
not dcmonstrated the reasonableness of these assumptions. Furfther, PFS hats not
considered the followin~g stresses ftnd how they may impaet the seismie behavier
of the soil ecnn Iat Bartlett & Ostfadan Tr. at -210, 217, 2-22-.

Bendinig and tensiisk 11 sttesse inre in the. soi eement mat
during the earthguake by harizontally propagatitt.9 and ineliried
waves

Stes coce ationis at the pad anid soil eee mat inter face due
to non uniform thiekness and large differenees in stiffness between.
the eeneretc pakd and the soil eentent nma

ghtinkcag einks that will1 devlp nthe soil eement mat dtte to
drying and other envirowne1 ntal conditions.

23. PFS's proposed soil eermcnt sftategy to improve the dyrnamie sliding atnd~b cai g
eapaceity of layer 1 for the pad ecmplaeement area is still in its eaneeptual! Stage. in

~ opiionPFS has not demonistrated that the soil eemnte strategy will be
ufiirtto resist seismie loading. 4thcre are unresolved desg cocrS that

PFS has not considered, sueh as the stresses and eraceking addrssdabv. &S~e
Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. at 216 17. These issues eannot be resolved uintil PFS
completes the design and demonstrates its adecguaey with apprepriate testing anid

24. While PFS may prepare design specification for the construction and testing of
the soil-cement at the construction phase of the project, the State disputes that
PF S has demonstrated that the soil-cement strategy will be sufficient to resist
seismic loading. PFS has admitted that the design is still conceptual. Trudeau tr.
148. There are design issues that PFS has not considered, such as the
permeability of the soil cement mix, the behavior of the soil cement on seismic
loading and shrinkage and cracking of the soil cement due to environmental
factors. Bartlett & Ostadan tr. at 2 16-17. These issues cannot be resolved until
PFS completes the design and demonstrates its adequacy with appropriate testing
and calculations.

25. PFS has potentially used non-conservative estimates of the undrained shear
strength in the dynamic bearing capacity calculations for the canister transfer
building and has used data that is not located near this building.
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A weighted average for the undrained shear strength of 3.18 ksf was used
for the upper 28 feet of the profile based on a unconsolidated undrained
("UU") test of 2.2 ksf from borings #4 and C-2 and adjusting this value by
1.64 for the deeper soils from 12 to 28 feet. However, borings #4 and C-2
are not within the footprint of the Canister Transfer Bldg. Both are
located more than 1000 feet away from the building.

* The CPT (CPT 37) used to adjust for the unconsolidated-undrained
("JU") shear strength for the deeper layer ( is located within the footprint
of the Canister Transfer Bldg., more than a 1000 feet from the location of
the borehole for the WU testing. This distance is too far and makes the
adjustment factor of 1.64 applied to the WU data meaningless.

See "Document Bases for Geotechnical Parameter provided in Geotechnical Design
Criteria," Cal No. G(B)05, Rev 2, Stone & Webster; and Calculation No G(B)3-.

26. PFS asserts that it may conduct some future borings in 2001 in a generalized but
non-specific location relating to non-safety related structures. PFS Material Fact
Basis 3 ¶ 17. Moreover in appears that PFS intends to acquire additional
downhole velocity data. See Declaration of Robert Y. Youngs at 4, Exhibit D to
PFS's Motion. This suggests that PFS has either not collected enough data to
support its subsurface investigation or PFS's is improperly implying that such
future data should be evaluated in this proceeding.

27. The resonant column tests performed by PFS are not a form of strain-controlled
cyclic triaxial tests. The two test apparatuses can be significantly different.
Bartlett & Ostadan tr. 302.

28. PFS has not adequately determined large strain modulus and damping values for
dynamic analyses using representative sampling and testing for the upper 30 feet
of the soil profile.

Executed this 3 0 th day of January 2001.

By:
Steven F. Bartlett, Ph.D., P.E.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

_ )
In the Matter of: ) Docket No. 72-22-ISFSI

)
PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE, LLC ) ASLBP No. 97-732-02-ISFSI
(Independent Spent Fuel )

Storage Installation) ) January 30, 2001

DECLARATION OF DR. FARHANG OSTADAN

I, Dr. Farhang Ostadan, hereby declare under penalty of perjury and pursuant
to 28 U.S.C. S 1746, that:

1. I hold a Ph.D. in civil engineering from the University of California at
Berkeley. I am a consultant in the field of soil dynamics and geotechnical
earthquake engineering. I am also a visiting lecturer at the University of
California at Berkeley and teach a graduate course on soil dynamics and
soil-structure interaction. My curriculum vitae listing my qualifications,
experience, training, and publications has already been filed in this proceeding.
See, Exhibit No. 2 of the "State's Motion to Compel Applicant to Respond to
State's Fifth Set of Discovery Requests" (December 20, 1999).

2. I have more than 20 years experience in dynamic analysis and seismic safety
evaluation of above and underground structures and subsurface materials. I co-
developed and implemented SASSI, a computer program for seismic soil-
structure interaction analysis currently in use by the industry worldwide. I am
also the technical sponsor of this program in collaboration with the University
of California at Berkeley.

3. I have participated in seismic studies and review of numerous nuclear
structures, among them Diablo Canyon Nuclear Station; the NRC/EPRI large
scale seismic experiment in Lotung, Taiwan; the large underground circular
tunnel for Super Magnetic Energy Storage; General Electric ABWR and SBWR
standard nuclear plants; Westinghouse AP600 standard nuclear plant; Tennessee
Valley Authority nuclear structures (Browns Ferry, Sequoyah, Watts Bar); and
the ITP, RTF, and K-facilities in the Savannah River Site for the Department of



Energy. I have published numerous papers in the area of soil structure
interaction and seismic design for nuclear and other structures.

4. I was designated one of the State's testifying expert for this proceeding on
January 31, 2000. I have reviewed the Applicant's SAR sections, and updates
thereof, relating to its geotechnical investigation of the proposed site, and
relevant calculations, reports, and other documents prepared by the Applicant
or its contractors and submitted to the NRC or produced to the State in
discovery. I have participated in answering the Applicant's discovery to the
State as well as assisted in the preparation of discovery for the State directed to
the Applicant. I am familiar with and have applied NRC regulations and
guidance documents as they relate to geotechnical review.

5. I was deposed on a panel with Dr. Steven F. Bartlett by Private Fuel Storage
("PFS") on November 16 and 17, 2000. I was present at the State's deposition
of PFS's geotechnical witnesses, Drs. Paul J. Trudeau and Thomas Y. Chang,
held on November 14, 2000.

6. I have reviewed PFS's Motion for Summary Disposition for Utah Contention L
(December 30, 2000), its Statement of Material Facts on Which No Genuine
Dispute Exist, and all attachments thereto. I provide this declaration in support
of the State of Utah's Response to PFS's Motion for Summary Disposition.

7. I have reviewed the State's Statement of Disputed and Relevant Material Facts
(January 30, 2001), which includes citations to my deposition testimony. The
opinions expressed in my deposition remain the same, ald indeed, h4ate been
reinforced due to PFS's dcisio3 n that it mjust perfor01  additionial geotchnical
ajid founidatin valuatics which PFS states restlts froI the. n1ed to inlue
data it had pJlrviosuly failed to i 1Cop1 oratC. See PFS's letter to the NRC dated
Dce...cmbrc 22, 2000 ("PFS Dcc. 22, 2000 letter"), submitted to the Atom1 Xic gafety

anid Licensing Boa,,do Dcem±1 ber 28, 2000, by' PFS'S COMMsJ, Jay E. Silber5 .

8 TL I _ I haL Wth PF_ 3 _ Ltnihial an1 i _ the ste L that
PFS has Segmen1 lted thie isLtatcn3 and auialy3e3 by, vaioUts discip4lies- an
PFS has, failed to integ lo tctaic i11 estiat~ioll and analse till Xto
coplete auid ullifiLd deign package. While it ip font to evaluate the
Xidi vdual l1ulmpoents of PFS'a in v - 3 ttIIu BT and aly t a W It'll t, Lck

at those is as a -whole. iL 1 sill the sol p ropertie f. L 1 design, fL r _ aL eL,

PFS'1 engbineers and ss logists ued dffe1 rent variablity, .actos f, 1r the sau

data. This disal ate tr eatiue.nt of the datta has Laumed inconsistent ald iuadeLquate
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cLosi~c atXio o, the efet o soil -variabilty fer desig1 .

9. PFS initially eobtaed4 sesXmic refr ation data w.hich suggestecl the shear wave
veloities iX1 the top 10 30 feet of tle sil profile to be approxiinate- 750 feet
Fer seeod (ft/se: . The later 5 . esi se tl atlioi teat ("SCPT") data

1h--s that theL *an val1i _ shea1 wave veocites in the sha11e, lay-e is,

la- at the PF5s d i a soft thIXt lay e. Bar tltt & O 3tadaii Tr. 3 1&32r.

10. Basi of Coentcion L 1dlat to tOh development of grou1 d 1 11 tiins1 . O11CC a
design basis grot~nel moione has be1 1 eveoey~d, take th~tt iw..teio a11d
apply- it in their analysis, the enginelI iut deciclc at IhJ1 peiint in tihe siel

ofi Lthis sho.uld b1 . ntrode4 ('e the Cotro _1 .1 .1 li tile T___-
pl ofilc ha5 a thiX orft layer, the dec 11 S1 1 ~t;O1 3hould be Specified as an atitero
_th top of th.. _*p£te . __ . R. 1 RE O0, Sta 1da dI Re v iew P1n _

(SRP") § 3.7.1, B De;, I Bartlett & 9stacdla Tr. 335.

11. ht .,, Oplil here are two coret ~wt vays that PFS couldl apply- its grottri
11 1otI"Os. Frst, thc seisImologists frvo11 GLeomIati.x who developeel the d4Sig
ba,,L 111 ti~lu 1 LetCid r mvnZi thC. So" Frofikl, Xnlt udlin thLb slower V-lwIe t

layer firm the SCPT data, in their calculatiOlos. PFS, however1, failed to
accolitit fer the SCPT data in iedve.l~Ji 1 6 ud iiietvions. Alternatively, PFS
cot . Le..gnin that th we e_ 1l__d 1 4 aeo±1 r that
ha5 a velocity of ,750 feet per sec3 nd i.L tlh UjIpcL lay Ls. Th-L PSI cottlS ui
the ground mostion that Geor1 atrix develope b, inuttl tX the soil oluri
whee e the shear wave velocity of ,750 ft/5cc has bte~ l estaLdh Batlett &

Estaan Trf. -339.

12. The Applca11t ha5 x1 vt Foperly dcvlopeLd r eLmployJd the shear WaVe velLity
data fon th11 e site. in develoilen the Frolvbablisti ground motions, GeoI1at.-
_L shea1 w . elitie of 750 ft,'. ft htty I fa.zii data ft tile
3a 4 lvw lae nd flot tile maival Value shar w ave velocity vltl eaf

appIxii~atcly 540 ft/aec f1 ron the SCPT data. Bartlett & Otadanl Tr. 320.
FulthCellrmre, PFS has inltlodUCed thLe coltrol point at the setf 4aceX, st at the
top of the competent laye (.e., approxilmateljy 30 feet below the srfaCe of ehe
site. Bart1ltt & 03 satdan T1. 335 J -.

13. PFS did not re-4nal, y the sJismic J actn data to, asceChtai wehethl the sheat
-wav ve~locity- valti in the upper 111est la-e are les thart thes3 e eobtainced Xi tit

ti refraction data. Failing te, c.hoose the cret ~L t.. fer the utje

3



layers will impact the la-yes below and will probably result il glrater Velocitie
than those repocted b7 CGolratrix. Bartiett & Ostadca1 Tr. 319 22. This s

Geomlatrix.

14. In the development of soil and foundation parameters, Calculation No.
G(P018)-2 Soil and foundation parametersfor dynamic soil-structure interaction
analysis, 2000-year return period design ground motions (Aug. 10, 1999),
Geomatrix varied the properties of the upper 30 feet by increasing and reducing
the soil shear modulus by a factor of one and a half. Geomatrix conducted no
statistical analysis to justify whether this variation is sufficient nor did
Geomatrix follow NRC SRP 3.7.1 and vary the shear modulus by a factor of
two. On the other hand, Geomatrix chose to change the properties below 30
feet, which Geomatrix considered to be less well known, by a factor or two.
Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. 330.

15. In the calculation of the seismic analysis of the Canister Transfer Building
(Calculation No. 05996.02-SC-5, Seismic Analysis of Canister Transfer Building,
Stone & Webster (Aug. 28, 1999)), Stone & Webster chose to vary the shear
modulus by a factor of one and a half for all layers, shallow and deep. This is
inconsistent with the assumptions made by Geomatrix for deep soil layers and
is not sufficient for inclusion of soil variability.

16. Unexplained safety concerns still remain because Geomatrix limited the
variability factor of 1.5 to the upper 30 feet but recognized that a larger
variability was needed for the deeper layers. This is inconsistent with Stone &
Webster's use of a variability factor of 1.5 for all layers. The adequacy of the
soil investigation and variability of the soil properties are important design
considerations. PFS needs to characterize the data to be able to capture the
variance to establish the upper bound, lower bound, and mean of the soil shear
modulus. Then a determination can be made whether a limited or larger
variation should be considered. Bartlett & Ostadan Tr. 330-33.

17. Gceoiatrix developed timC histories il Calculation No. C(P018)H3
Developinet of i,C T~ine 1 H icstiefo- 2,000- )-,a -lRetu P-n Pef ioa Design Sp~f ei a
(August 24, 1999) (Balrtlett E tadai Tr. EDh. 67), which needed to uL
comjptiblF w'ith the desists e s ectrun. PFS's effor ts failed ill palrt
beLu__ pyg did not l. 1_ _ r L .itsign F in ari r th_
nIoItlineLdr analysis 4f the casks on the pad (irepared by- I oltec) and imipLcts of
pu3scs C2U"Se b7 "fling." Bartlett & O(stadan Tr. 346-354, 457.

4



18. GevLjlotrei pd OneC set of ti1 e 11 isttor s c~sisti.. gof th1 thee OnIF elltpaJ1.in

CaLctiation No. G (PE18)3. Be on vary, epienk c, 1tdustlY-
Fractice for nonliiear calculatiols is to use at least three sets of tiXe. histvies
bLea_3g tL fl"Illaj aiia'Y3L 'a 3eitX-e to Fha1-gb. 1_ **_de to - T I.tL

.attio oithe phasing in the desr 111, a Minil1111u of th1r.. (or 3sirntiiris fot 1 )

ti histor ar L_.* This * a_ importan*t safety con L_ *__atio__ that PFL ha
failkd to address. Bartlett &° Oatadan Tr. 345 355.

19. CGeor0atrix has recognized that "fling" pulses should be included in the tiX1e
h!sto__ b_ t PFS h _ no _t y * _I the ._ Ia_ ag t1_ _ _ 1 Lth
imlset of the lsei on the dC4Sg1 . Sueh Fults Cutld be SY3mlleticx
a37111 ll-tiec Sidd o1 tw-o sided. Batll ttt & 0stad4 a T1 . 346.

20. PFS could addcss thLe fccts of fRing ini twO ways. It could go back aid look at
thL dy airni aijaly si of thec asks and the Fapd ajid thL Ganster Tr ansfer
Buildi 1 (nCTB") and show whether those scisIc 1 spl3e at e sell;titv to

uAsa 01- frlt. PFS ha, not done so. Alternatively, PF Could hav-re u3sd ellvo1
tisve histories (at least three), with variatio n 1 pultSC, to Cn-StLC the "1301Ses13
ale flo t seMa 1 ttion of tLl 1 r hstLvtris. Bartlctt & Ortadai T1 . 350-5t.
PFS has not don. this eithe1 . Thereforec, PFS's f4ailur to give adecvuat
Con1sideration to the vaa i 4t ;11 giouiid rnotioln imiay have a Sign6 ific.ant tiM1kaet

l seismic louadjing of thef fu datIs and the.. d6. 3 ,r1

21. I have Sig1 Laficalt COLC'Ila vVith I Ioltcs analy5;5 Of the pacdt csk S7yte3k a4 1d
-with the invalid assumiiptXions that H ltc rterlied tpOpi. ThM i iiyItant
becau4 3 stability and dcsign of the Soil fouindation SystCIII al e a ctiosn O thi
dynar_ _ f.1_cs that wil bIconsidered .1 design. in ordcr to Ivaluat t1L
adequacy of the fourndation design and tla bearing soil, it is Critical tO
u..dc.rtand tle nlattuir of the loads and whseL they 11 L1JL1ig front.

22. I Ioltc calculation, Mult Cak Response at the PFS ISES~F- Oli 2000 Yea SgiriLc
Eve( nt L1. Imtee iIrat~iiial) (Ang. 20, 1999), *3 a l.JialIt Calulatio1 rL1
the fOtuiidftiO11 Fad dcsigl alid thec soil stability utnde the pad43 bcCtacU it is this
calculation that gelL1 aftS thL eisrni-. loavd that vwuly d 6 acting on the Fa3.
TheLc ari a n1umber of no1113 wth the calculatiol that affect thl entire desig.

ackag. Fist, 1 ylot placed thC iisut su at the to Oi tile soft soil layce
P*1 ofi when it conducted itS d, namiC ana1Y!L Of th Lask and t- *_4 * As
dcribLd iin 11 11 ajid 12 ab tL rs t i aFi i Plat.
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Se 1ond, be 4cuse the PFS site is locatcd close to a tiimbLe of iiaio active faults
(W'th1in appAroximlately four to six llles), saisi y 1 'ViLbg at the

fourdto stlraltuare arl c ot necessar ily- V!t'CaI Frdly lOPaat' Ids which
I Ioltec assumeld theml to be. lBased onl ly- eXpCIrienlce Mlld thce liter ature, ther e is
a distinct possibility, that the waves may coLnie at an an1gle, MCId waveS at an tLlgl
tC21d to camse larger rockinlg and. torsional vibration^ above MLld beyo0l1, -what 1S

caFtutld by, tLe asstullnptOl that the svaves will bc bve.rtica lpl at:l6.

Barletkt ; Ostada11 Tr. 359 6O. PFS could co 1et th o sight by eCordaCt
plalamctnidics to dete 1rmi.e. the cffect of waves aCl. IL15 at ani anigle. Bue

FS d no sich rtud.L e-s.

Thi1 d, lHcte' n5onlinear aiialysis riay be siive to phanng of t_ input
1m1tion aiid thus mUltiFpl tiXc histories should be used See 1117 18 above.

The othLe coiiri 1 ha * th , Ijtc' aletlations, discussed in greate d*tail
below, are. I Ioltec's Calculatjon of so"l Spring ad dallnpinlg, the assuam1ptionJ that
th. pad will act as a d mat, alld ign orng the pad to pad Xtllte iofl atlld tit
S3dinr, aSS3utiFtXOnS I Ioltcc has builet ilto tec caSk pad sy3 ster-.

the CTB tCcognize these oeffifciet.t aL a functi f frtcquencies aiid show
that they, are highly, frccqucicy depen1 den1 t. i Hl ioltec's caleulationls, however,
this aspect disappLars aiid fieqtucncy depen1denciy has been1 igoed.

24. loltee also inor ct! 7 assa m ed that the Fad is rigd. Tile re 1 dt3t geneated b7

I loltec were g1 vn to aijother PFS eontractor, LLterniational C;vil En5giXll till

Constiltaits ("ICEC") foL a subtLquclIt Sti ess analysis of the pads. sce PRs
Galettlationl No. G (PE)17) 2, Storge Pa,1,nalyis sand Dsign by- inlternatiolal
Civil Elgin;eeLingl Contultarits (Sept. 23, 1999).

25. WheLn ICEC applied the loading comlinXg from the cask to tLh pacl, thLy isecd the
coLFUpt ple Ogram, SAlSS, h:-wih showed that the displace ItS ta l b7

01 Cr than a factor of t o o and a half fr one cOr ner of the pad to the othel.
aLUtlatlio no. G O17, 2 at p. 214, tablC 5.2.5 1 shows that the vertical

displacemen~1t oi the Fad varies by factor larger than1 2.5 fiol on ifode to the
othel-. Thi is c learly- ain :inidat:i that tLFe pad 1s ot 1 lglad al.d that HfoltLCLS

~3umpt1 is invali1d. Thtia, the soil spri' an5 d damping~ coefflcient3 5 CeIerate

by I IolteC anid thre assumFtiol m adle fo r 3 1ooth sliuing of the CaSKS on thL pa
at C llOt COlcI Ct.
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26. I loltee has the vry bold PhilOSOphy that the cLsk will sidc On the Pad ina

comrtklld manner dtring a ue earthquake T is no hc ;l V ch 1 o ri rdundane
built into H loltec's expected design. But such a bold a~stt Fi1 i 11 6gated by
thce potential that cold bon1din1g bet. Wwen the cdask and the ad an27 ocVur over

Whrt1 two bodies @asks and pad) with each cask having a -weight vf
_ i : i * 1r, 1 .. 11£apy xilvAilaatl y JJV kips are ini eontac.t, soni lcal deformationl dll

rLdistribution of stresses -7127 oCCUr at the points of coritaet which -would creat
a bon1d, and this would novt 4lolw the cask tO slidc Vl the Fad or move s3 vthly
durin as in earthquake. Thus, H iolte's assttiUn 1 tioLI tlht liding wIl rdvc the
seismic fOr iSi...,.ej . In this inistaiice, the seismii loads -would be greatCe

than aLsuned and it is cue._t:nabl whether the soil 6eneath th pad will hanI
the capadi that additional load. B4ar1 Ltt & O4tadan T1. 365 368

27. T_ overturnmg alld slidilT stabiit7 Ofthe Fad3s (SAR at. 2.6 59, ReV. 13 and

of 8.JSZ in th vertical diiection. PFS h1- used the w1wrig FatalmWLtl3 Ln

c3tnivatii. the fOttn1 dativ1 lvadilEg stability analsyis3. Fi 3st, the ICEC
CalCllati~ 3 3show that the pad will not behavL as a rigiCId at. Second, the
rLattiral fi cquec7~c of thet foundaltionl in the VelrticaldCireC~tion for the lower
botund, i1llan alnd upper bunid soil cases isin ii tLh range of '7i 5 tG8O
hermt, dep~11 di1n on the so~il cae The designi repos SF r f~ t
iiatui al fi cqucicic3 would require the uis of a valut close tO Of il CXCCSS of 1 g
atheL than the peak grtound acceleration of .53 g used by St~ne1 an1d Webstce i;.

its stabilit7 evaluatioLn. Battlett &8 Ostadai Tr. 378.

28. n the~ latest revisioni ~fthe SAR, PFS iniuded a shear ke7 one fol t dLc
uroind the Ca11iste Tr aitsf~ Build' 11 t meiip the shear tesistanlcL aEgains

sliding,. in the ieised cakiati i i i 3 o wn that the factoi of safet 7 isa low

Tnftr Buding Sutpportcld Mit ztat Fowm-tion, Rev. 3, Stone & Webster
(G/19/00) at 13. This calculation relies on thc F 4 v- L.3istaie behihnd th. ote-
fuot shear ke7 tO devel. o thc resistinig forc Cs agEaillt slidng. The calculationi ii
llVL acleityate for thev flio-win reaIIsl:.

A sheaal trength vaitlt of 1.8 ksf has bveen tused based Ol. the labuortO7 test

realts.y Thl lvl l ignaC~orevs the . VJa/tJV-_\ tht alt f hesh strengt 4ra

_ : g,_n iotaijn 1. G-,h natr i_. _.n/ ltants _ 10, 1999))
ct tv the f tee fiLid wayL onI agativli, an1d thec full soil shear Strcngth is n1ot
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available to 1esist thc inertia load of thc Structull. Bartlett & OStadat. Tr. 185

While the passivC soil piCeSUC iS udon one sidc oif thc shear key, the stati
a1 d isi aoii presur the other side o the mpt and the key. (6-foo
thick~ have been ign.re&.

Sinc.e the svil behild the face of the miat h4as lowv ovelbdrdlel ptesstir, thc
're1Vt XLesistaIIc. will 3etully develop behind thc keLyp on the innr SidvC of the

lat W Her the overbur den of the btilding confines the soil. Th 3oive
. Stance t 1idCe the nat mobilizes the p - L ,11C ai dnl dvvelops vertical loacd
a~tiiig l'Va-lly Ulldc the. iiiat. PFS's a alysis is fault7 be au. e PFS ha. s 1 t
con.sideded the paSiVC soil aiid its 1eacticon t1nder the 'nat ill its stabilit7 an0alysi
Vl the bUilding an1d deSi 1 Of thVl fnat.

29. in , 4.7.1.5.3 of the SAR, PFS rJ.- is oni VlatiVl No. 05996-02 G" 13 fIVI
.ts aeito1 n that it Las "evaluated thL st0a. blt 7 of thL G 1 i.ste Tra11 sfer Building
a4 1d deter llilned it is stable with respect to l 1 i cbaa g, allt
s _1d15 .dtL tO static and d7 c l .d daR 4.7-& c (Re. 1n.
PFS has illadelatiy analmcl the ooct-eu 1 of the CGalisteL TranIsIfL
Building. In Calculatioll No. 05996-92 G(B) 13 (-Stbility JCi3ei oft
Gn ter h 1ttt B SnppG o aAttFoundation, Rev. 3, Stone-. &
Wcbster t1in 19, 2000)), PFS has ca etulated a f0. ctor Of saict7 of 1.13 for thc

vV LtUI iiii alaly s3s but this calculationi iS ilnadequate for thle follow,,,g reasons

For the stabil.t7 analsis of the Canister Trans1 3fer Btildins (CJsuelatiuo Nu.
G(B)-13), sci3 kic 10ads al4e Obtaine.d by fnultil,17ilug the 1110s3 at each clevatiol
b7 the acLA.Ae l miLvjse1 frion the dy 4i7niii an1alsis, thus igiouring the. effe
of the rotati.lo tlas ~oment of inlertia. The overtulig m Lelnt shoulv
ili.tde thie In1uellnt elsed by the 2 1tatiO!Ial ffrass.= ...oL11t ...,f i1 tia at all
el v ations3. PFS failed to consider the effect of rotationall .111433l IlliluiL~t Of

2,.C.tia for th c oLujutatio11 uf thi l vc, tui Lien .. et which . csults in PFS
tinler e-stiLtig tlhc overttitninlg *llonlnct.

PFS eatX1 4 tilid laad b7 fntultivli r11En 110ass.33 tiiesi acceler ation but th.,
igs.O. tthe couplin1g friom the two horim o1 tal directio 1s. Si..iaic loadcs fromi

til diinanli. aiialysis Of the buildirtg including the cutiplinb from the two
hoiizolntal direction1s should be usecd in thc stabilit7 aiialy is. PFS has ignore l
the effect o.f coupling6 be.tween horit~ontal responses int the~ design and againl ha.

8



--- -- r esimte the O~ LIOIT~ellt.

to, be. at thecenCiter oithe ma and ignot ed the mass eccetiic;t a v u3

,.eva 4tis, w hich iiay- ha-r overestLmatd the r ritL eLIviTILLt. Tcle atual
iMia~s scIltLI5 at each elevation shulld beD UsCd to CvlelfUtL thc 111-ve1C11t. PFs ia5

F1ro the above, concl ~de that PFS ca*nIt . .u1ta i ts Statement _- tL *AR.

Further, the use of the developed data in PFS's design analysis does not
demonstrate that the design envelope is conservative. See Contention Utah L at
89.

Executed this 3 0 ,h day of January 2001,

By
Farhang Ostadan, Ph.D., P.E.
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